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Abstract:
The Guide to Workshop Instruction for the PRAXIS I - MATH was
designed to provide guidance for students hired to teach the PRAXIS
I Math Workshop. In order to be a~itted to Teacher Education at
Northern Illinois University, the College of Education requires
that students pass all three sections {math, reading, and writing}
of the standardized, norm-referenced PRAXIS I: Academic Skills
Assessments {PRAXIS I}.
The guide provides instructional materials to teach students
to solve typical math problems. The guide includes "Basic
Information" on overheads which provides problems selected for
instruction that will aide in teaching specific strategies for
certain problem types. Included are example geometry, measurement,
probability, percent, and age and work word problems. Also
provided are explanations for solving the example problems.
The guide also includes four example tests and answer keys
with explanations. The tests and answer keys were developed to
assess students' understanding and to be used for practice and
review prior to their actual PRAXIS I math exam. The example test
may also be used for tutoring purposes.
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In order to be admi tted to Teacher Education at Northern
Illinois University, the College of Education requires that
students pass all three sections (the math, reading and writing) of
the PRAXIS 1: Academic Skills Assessment~ (PRAXIS 1). The PRAXIS I
can be administered in traditional paper and pencil format (the
Pre-Professional Skills Test (PPST» or on computer (PRAXIS 1
Computer-Based Test (CBT». The Praxis 1 is a standardized, norm-
referenced exam.
Purpose
The purpose of this Guide to Workshop Instruction
for the PRAXIS 1 - Math is to provide guidance for students hired
to teach the PRAXIS·Math Workshop.
13ackground
A task analysis of the PRAXIS I, the parts of the test, and
the types of ski 11s tested was done. The tes t inc 1udes five
content categories: conceptual knowl edge, procedural knowl edge,
representations of quantitative information, measurement and
informal geometry, and formal mathematical reasoning.
According to the PRAXIS Series - Tests at a Glance by the
Educational Testing Service (1994) the following is representative
descriptions of topics covered in each category:
Conc~ual Knowl edge probl em types test the abi 1ity to "demonstrate
number sense and operations sense (whole numbers, fractions, and
decimals)" (p.54).
Examples include:
A) 3.42 is between
a. 3.04 and 3.3
d. 3.4 and 3.6
b. 3.43 and 3.59
e. 3.3 and 3.4
c. 3.03 and 3.41
B) Which of the following is the least
a. 9/8 b. 28/29 c. 8/4 d. 2/1 e.36/35
Procedural Knowledge problem types test the ability to "demonstrate
an understanding of the procedures required to represent
quantitative relationships and the ability to plan, execute,
interpret, or complete operations to solve problems" (p.54).
Examples include:
A) In order to pass a test, a student must answer 27
questions correctly in order to receive the lowest passing
grade of 75%. How many questions are on the test?
a. 102 b. 54 c. 72 d. 36 e. 64
B) What is the probability of tossing tails three
consecutive times with a two sided fair coin?
a. 1/3 b. 1/6 c. 1/8 d. 1/9 e. 2/3
Quantitative Information problem types test the ability to
"demonstrate an ability to interpret visual displays of
quantitative information, to retrieve information from data, to
determine if statements based on data are true or false, to
recognize relationships in and make inferences from data, and to




According to the graph above, what was the temperature at
4:40 pm?
a. 70 b. 75 c. 80 d. 90 e. 95
B) Tips Earned Chart
EmQloyees
Cesar Bertha Jim Pat Javier
Monday ~1 $3 ~2 $6 $8
Tuesday 8 4 4 5 3
Wednesday 5 3 6 2 1
Thursday 7 8 5 4 3
Friday 4 7 6 3 5
According to the chart, on what day did Javier earn as
much money in tips as Jim earned on Thursday?
a) Monday b) Tuesday c) Wednesday d) Thursday e) Friday
Measurement and Informal Geometry problem types test the ability to
"demonstrate a basic understanding of the U.S. customary and







the perimeter, in inches, of the rectangle
b) 12 in. c) 12 ft d) 34 in. e) 60 in.
B) If a finger was measured in millimeters, the length
expressed in centimeters would be?
a) twice as great
b) half as great
c) ten times as great
d) one-tenth as great
e) one-hundredth as great
Formal Mathematical Reasoning problem types test the ability to
"demonstrate an ability to use the basics of logic in a
quantitative context" (p.54).
Example include:
A) x and yare multiQles of 6
Which of the following can NOT be true according to the
statement above?
a) x=l, y=6 b) x=-2, y=-3 c) x=-2, y=3
d) x=-6, y=-l c) x=2, y=3
B) If x is a positive integer in the equation 4x=y, then y
must be
a) a positive even integer
b) a negative even integer
c) zero
d) a positive odd integer
e) a negative odd integer
Most university students have many math skills; however, it is
not unusual for students to have deficits in one or more of the
five problem type categories. In order to determine areas of
deficits, four tests similar to the PRAXIS I were developed to
assess deficits and to measure progress. Instructional materials
were developed to teach students to solve typical problems.
Overheads with Basic Information and problems were developed and/or
copied from Cliffs Math Review for Standardized Tests (Bobrow,
1985) to illustrate various problem solving techniques.
As previously stated, four tests were developed and made
available with answer keys for tutors and instructors to use to
check students' understanding prior to their actual PRAXIS I math
exam. Test I, used as a pretest, has been designed to provide
specific information regarding the five problem types. The first
30 problems of the test are categorized by problem type for easy
analysis of a students' deficits. The last 10 are a mix of problem
types for further analysis of weaknesses.
Test 2, 3, and 4 were designed based on commercially available
practice tests. The tests were designed in this fashion because
when ins tructing a workshop (using the commerci ally avai 1abl e
tests), students often need additional problems to practice and/or
the instructor needs to assess understanding of a certain problem
type. Through the availability of Tests 2, 3, and 4 (which
coincide with the commercially available tests being used),
instructors are readily able to pullout further example, practice,
and/or assessment problems.
Test 2 was designed based on the practice test in The PPST
Guide (by Educational Testing Service, 1986); the order of the
problems and the problem types coincide with those on The PPST
Guide math test. Test 3 was designed based on Test 1 in the CLIFFS
PPST Prepara tion Guide (1987); the order of the problems and
problem types coincide with Math Test 1 in the CLIFFS guide. Test
4 was designed based on Test 2 in the CLIFFS PPST Pr~aration Guide
(1987); the order of the problems and problem types coincide with
Math Test 2 in the CLIFFS guide.
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The PRAXIS I Math Workshop is divided into two, 2-hour
sessions. Session 1 consists of teaching strategies and reviewing
information that will be needed to successfully solve problems on
the PRAXIS 1 Math Test. The PPST Guide Test is also demonstrated in
Session 1; it is used to teach further strategies and as a practice
test. In Sessions 2 questions students have about specific problem
types on Test 2 are demonstrated. Also in Session 2, problem types
about which students have questions are reviewed and overall test
taking tips/reminder are presented.
The first part of workshop 1 includes providing basic
information and teaching specific strategies for certain problem
types (overheads 1-12). The "Basic Information" and problems
sel ected for instruction were chosen through an eval uation of
common problems of previous students. The Basic Information
provided is just that; basic information that students learned but
many times do not remember.
The Basic Information is given to help students answer
measurement, metrics, and geometry problems. Having the knowledge
and the strategies/ability to answer these problem types is a
concern many students have expressed. There are also example
percent, probability, age, work, and measurement problems; again,
problem types chosen because of the concerns expressed by previous
students. Evaluations of previous workshops showed that students
felt that the information was most helpful.
MATH SESSIONS 1 & 2: INSTRUCTION TIPS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING:
Session 1:
1. Pass out the packet of handout consisting of:
a. PPST Guide Test (By: Educational Testing Service Pub.)
b. CLIFFS Test 2 (By: Ciffs PPST Preparation Guide)
c. Skills Assessed in PPST Math (By: Vicki Wohlt)
d. Workshop/Instructor Evaluation (By: Vicki Wohlt)
2. Briefly introduce yourself, describe the materials handed out,
and introduce The PPST Guide and CLIFFS books as resources.
Remind students that they are all at the workshop for the same
reason; tell them to be sure to ask questions if they do not
understand something and to stop you if you are going to fast.
3. Go over "basic information" and teach strategies. (Overheads 1-
12). Examples and wording of how overheads may be explained
are provided. See "Strategies".
~ Work through the PPST Guide Test.
Tell students to mark/ask about problems they are having
troub le understanding or want more examp les of. If needed
give them similar problems from the tests provided. (Test 2
coincides with this particular test.)
Work through the test page by page. For example, put the
overhead with problems 1-4 on the overhead (PPST Guide p. 47).
Allow student 5 minutes to work problems 1-4 then stop them
and give the answers to problems 1-4. Ask students what
problems they have questions about or would
demonstrate. Demonstrate those probl ems.
(explanations and answers) see Answer Set A. continue working
through the test in this fashion.
For each page allow students one more minute then the
number of problems on the page to work on problems
independently. This timing procedure is suggested to closely
simul ate the time a11owed for the PRAXI S I. Counting the
number of problems and giving students one more minute
provides the students with a total of 47 minutes to complete
the 40 problems. Students actually are arlowed 50 minutes to
complete the test.
I have found from previous workshops that students prefer
being timed. It allows them to feel the pressure they feel on
the test date. By giving answers and asking students to tell
you which problems to demonstrate/review, time is not being
wasted going over problems that everyone has got correct.
1ike you to
For sol utions
8. If time permits, ask students if there are problem types they
want reviewed. If so, provide these problem types using the
tests provided.
9. Have students take home the Cliffs Test 2. Tell them to put 50
minutes aside and complete the test.
10. Have students complete and hand in evaluations.
SESSION 2
1. Go through CLIFFS's Test 2. Give students the answers (page by
page) and work through the problems students would like
demonstrated/reviewed. For explanations see Answer Set B.
2. Review/demonstrate any problem types students want to review.
Use the tests available for the example problems. Use the tests
available for the example problems.
4. Remind students that the workshop is a review and that they need
to look over material and get the CLIFF's book if they feel they
need it.
5. Remind students that tutoring is available. If they want






(Give students time to copy the information)
A. This measurement information is basic information that will be
useful to know.
B. This metrics information is very easy to remember. Instead of
memorizing the place value of each meters, grams and liters (the
whole chart), only learn the prefix.
kilo hecto deca (unit) deci centi milli
k_ h_ da_ d_ c_ m_
You can insert grams, liters, or meters in the blanks. By
knowing the basic information (prefixes) you can convert a given
value into a value you are familiar with (e.g. convert
hectometers into meters, decigrams into kilograms, etc).
C. This information is to be used as a bench mark. This
information allows you to convert any given value into a value
you know. We'll work through examples.




1 ft = 12 inches
1 yd = 3 ft = 36 inches
1 mile = 5280 ft = 1760 yds
P M~~~LS-:) . -
km hm dam m dm cm mm
\
kg hg dag 9 dg cg mg
kl hi dal dl cl ml
.001 .01 .1 1 10 100 1000
k\'\o hecA-o deeD- (Ui\\-t) ~-e.c·\ <:.en-t~ fn\ \ t ;
k_ ~- dQ_ 0- <:.- (Y\ _
C. 1 meter is a little more than a yard (= a little more
than 3 ft)
1 kilogram is about 2.2 Ibs
1 liter is a little more than a quart
'"
Measurement
1. The length of a yardstiCk'd lkm·a. 5m ~ 1m c• lOan ·
(\ .• ~-\-" r-; C» JY'IIiYVl'tt,D.)\\.... 0.. W-.h.d,
~~~ ~
2. The weight of an average wanan·
~ 60kg h. 6kg c. 60g d. 60m
s. ~)
.,.J -:. ~ I ~ I b ~ x .w> Q
l'3a,o
4. A crayon was measured in mi11imeters I
the 1ength expressed in centimeters
wQuld be
C~_IV)one tenth as great
b. one hundredth as great
c. ten times as great
d. one hundred times as great
l0 (y\ ()\ =- t em
k _ h---- da---- d---- c__ m__
OVERHEAD_}
AI B, and C.
This is all of the information you need to know to complete
the geometry problems on the test.
A. The area of a square or rectangle is the length times the width.
(Show examples: Ask: What is the area?) V~':)')
The area of a triangle is half of the base times the height.
The height is always the vertical line; the line that runs
straight up and down.
(Show examples: Ask: What is the area?) (2~)
& h, ~ 8
b b Lt
The area of a parallelogram is the base times the height.
Again, remember that the height is the vertical line; the line
that runs straight up and down.




A. Area of a square or rectangle = L x W
Area of a triangle = 1/2 bh
Area of a parallelogram = b x h (same as L x W)
E. A straight line = 1800
A triangle (inside) = 1800
A circle = 3600
C, Perimeter = add all of the sides
D. A prime number can only be divided by 1 and by itself
B. A straight line is 180 .
The inside of a triangle (if you add up all of the angles)
equal s 180\\.
A circle equals 1800•
Let's work through a problem where this information can be used.
(Work problem on OVERHEAD 4 - see next page.)
C. To find the perimeter you add all of the sides.
(Show examples: Ask: What is the perimeter?)
I)..
:IS ~D yJz ~~~)
5 (lq) U(o')
D. A prime number can only be divided by 1 and by itself
For example 3, 13, 29, 37, etc
AWhat is the measure of.lACD? (/010)
7N~~~~ :180'"
(D j- LJ:'v<Lt ~ ~ ~ 0
(l\ j-W ~GJ~~ ~ Qf1\.4lJ.).
"'"1 ()






CJ .+= X ~ 180~ ~")'









A. "of means to multiply
20% of 30 means .20 times 30
To convert a percent into a decimal move the decimal two
places to the left.
20% = .20 = ~
too
A formula for solving percent problems is by setting up the,




I'll show you an example.
(Work problem on OVERHEAD 6. See next page)
Percentages
20% of 30 means .20 x 30
- "of" means multiply
is wp
of X 100
Over lveo d lo
Thirty students are awarded scholarships to college, this
number comprises of 40% of the total number of students
who applied. How many students applied for the
scholarship?













There are two ways to solve probability problems.
1. If you are finding the probability through one event you
find the total number of chances
-b+o..\ ~\JV\'\b~ of· fl(1'"~~,~b\\\+I€:'
(Work problems I, 2, and 3 on OVERHEAD 6 and OVERHEAD 7.
See next page.)
2. When finding the probability of two or more events they are
independent of each other so you need to multiply the
possible outcomes.
(Work problems 4 and 5 on OVERHEAD i and OVERHEAD 8.
See next page)
Over- hea cl 1
PROBABILITY
1. Using the ~ spaced spinner above, what is the
probability of spinning a 4 or greater in one spin?
Lf,5) (p) 7) ~





2. Using the spinner above, what is the probability of
spinning either a 2 or a 5 in one spin?
-# ci c)tLJ./lL(!J.A =: C), j
#"6~~ z: 1).;(,3,4)5,lo)1)g
( frQf'<\: DObrow l 192>1. P '7d.-)
OVex-heo.d 8
Probability
3. What is the probability of rolling two dice in one toss
so that they total 7?











~ ~ OJ'LL ~~ C2 M 'hifJ'J.u;-CU
ali..,u.la ..(-jOLe 3 lo ~-rf:u./J~A' ,
4. What is the probability of tossing tails four
consecutive times with a two sided fair coin?
Evefl+s : ~ a ~ .1-
\A \_.\ \:-1
"r , -r T
·;i'~




5. What is the probability that each of the ~guall~










OVERHEAD 10 and OVERHEAD 11
Many students have difficulty answering age and work word
problems. The PRAXIS test you take will most likely have only
one or two age or work problems. When working word problems it
is best to write out the information you are given and to make
sure you are answering what is asked. I'll show you some
examples.
(Work problems on OVERHEAD 10 and OVERHEAD 11.
See next two pages.)
O\luheO-o 10
AGE
1. Clyde is four times as old as John. If the difference
between their ages is 39 years, how old is Clyde?
4oJV)l., ~ y. tf y - y:c (1
:- L\)(
2. Matt is six years older thanHector. In two years Matt will
be twice as old as Hector. Howald is Hector now?
\
'\\ r -+-\. ' Lo + y: ..:c>
. \\../\-,v\





Tom can mow Harry's lawn in exactly 3 hours. Bill can mow
Harry's lawn in exactly 6 hours. If Harry hires Bill and Tom
to work together using 2 lawn mowers, how fast can they
mow the lawn?
T CYY\\..J - A
~~- 6
To·</1..,"+1" o '\ - --\ 'fA x..> \..A .,->". ,
,..I
Tom paints a house in 8 hours. Dick paints a house in 6
hours. Harry also paints a house in 6 hours. How long will
it take for Tom, Dick, and Harry to paint the house together?
-(:"" it J \ \-)'vn'- - r\ -\--- -i..-
O,~Jt. - D A tJ t-\ -r-
\ ,






















Another type of measurement problem is word problems such as
these (show OVERHEAD 12). There are two ways of working these
problems. One is by drawing/ruling off the measurement and
counting the square inches. Another way is through division and
finding the area. An important thing to remember is that because
the problem asks for square inches, they want perfect squares, so









What is the maximum number of pieces of birthday cake of
the size of _5 square inches that can be cut from the cake
above?
How many 4 square inch tiles fit on a floor that is 27 iY\cl1e~
long and 32tn\l.hes wide?3~








1 ft = 12 inches
1 yd = 3 ft = 36 inches
1 mile = 5280 ft = 1760 yds
B. Me.+'\c.s
km hm dam m dm cm mm
kg hg dag 9 dg cg mg
kl hi dal dl cl ml
.001 .01 .1 1 10 100 1000
K_ h_ do._ (v \,,\'1 +') d- c._ f'f\ _
t, 1 meter is a little more than a yard (= a little more
than 3 ft)
1 kilogram is about 2.2 Ibs
1 liter is a little more than a quart
Measurement
1. The length of a yardstick.
a. 5m h. ~ c. lOam d. 1km
2. The weight of an average wanan.
a. 60kg b. 6kg c. 60g d. 60m
3. The height of an average man.
a)1.7km b)1.7mn c)1.7cm d)1.7m
4. A crayon was measured in mi 11imeters I
the length expressed in centimeters
would be
a. one tenth as great
h. one hundredth as great
c. ten times as great
d. one hundred times as great
k:..-_ h _ da---- d _ c__ m _
Math
More Basic Information
Area of a square or rectangle = L x W
Area of a triangle = 1/2 bh
Area of a parallelogram = b x h (same as L x W)
A straight line = 180·
A triangle (inside) = 180·
A circle = 360·
Perimeter = add all of the sides
A prime number can only be divided by 1 and by itself
AB c.. o
What is the measure ofi:ACD?
Percentages
20% of 30 means .20 x 30
- "of" means multiply
is wp
of 100
Thirty students are awarded scholarships to college, this
number comprises of 40 % of the total number of students
who applied. How many students applied for the
scholarship?
PROBABILITY
1. Using the ~ spaced spinner above, what is the
probability of spinning a 4 or greater in one spin?
2. Using the spinner above, what is the probability of
spinning either a 2 or a 5 in one spin?
Probability
3. What is the probability of rolling two dice in one toss
so that they total 7?
4. What is the probability of tossing tails four
consecutive times with a two sided fair coin?
Probability
5. What is the probability that each of the equally




1. Clyde is four times as old as John. If the difference
between their ages is 39 years, how old is Clyde?
2. Matt is six years older than Hector. In two years Matt will
be twice as old as Hector. How old is Hector now?
Tom can mow Harry's lawn in exactly 3 hours. Bill can mow
Harry's lawn in exactly 6 hours. If Harry hires Bill and Tom
to work together using 2 lawn mowers, how fast can they
mow the lawn?
Tom paints a house in 8 hours. Dick paints a house in 6
hours. Harry also paints a house in 6 hours. How long will




What is the maximum number of pieces of birthday cake of
the size of 5 square inches that can be cut from the. cake
above?
How many 4 square inch tiles fit on a floor that is 27 in~heS








Whole Place value 2
Numbers
Addition 1
Subtraction 2-step problems 2
Multiplication 2-step problems 2
Division 2-step problems 2
Decimals Place value 1
Addition 3
Multiplication 2-step problems 2
Fractions Ordering 2
Converting 2-step problems 1
to decimals
Addition 2-step problems 1
Division 2-step problems 2
Proportions 1































1 min, 15 sec.
Skill Number of Problems
Summarizing
Making Inferences






Average Readability Level: 10th grade
Time Needed to complete test: 1 min. per question
· ,
,
Skill Examples # of Problems
Spelling all most instead of almost
womens' instead of women's
2
1 3Word Usage and also instead of but also
much instead of many
do instead of are





singular noun, singular verb
neither/nor
tense agreement














omission of verbs 6
omission of articles
beginning sentences with verbs




Directions: Each of the questions or incomplete statements below is followed by five suggested answers or comple-
tions. Select the one that is best in each case and then fill in the corresponding lettered space on the answer sheet with
a heavy, dark mark so that you cannot see the letter.
Remember, try to answer every question.
1. A model is to be made so that 1centimeter ~
represents 20 meters. How long should the
model be to represent 20,000 meters?
4. Points P, Q, R, and S are all on the same
line. If PS=4 and QR = 3, which number
line represents a possible arrangement of the
points?
P Q R S
(A) • ! , , ,
, , , , , , •
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
R S P Q
(B) .-!I I I I I I I I I •
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IO
P Q S R(C) . ' I I I I I I I I I '...,
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
R S P Q
(D) If I I I I· I I I I I I I ••
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
P Q S. R
(E) I I I I
I I ..
4
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
(A) 1 em (B) 10cm (C) 100 cm
(D) 1,000 em (E) 10,000cm
2. To completely cover the shelves in a kitchen
cabinet, 18 feet 9 inches' of shelf paper is needed.
There are 33 feet 6 inches of shelf paper in the
roll to be used. How much paper will be left
after covering the shelves?
(A) 14 ft 7 in
(B) 14 ft 9 in
. (C) 15 ft 3 in
(D) IS ft 7 in
(E) IS ft 9 in
,
3. At a sale, Sam bought a coat at 20% off the
regular price of $75. Which of the following is
a way to determine the sale price of the coat?
(A) $75 - $20
(B) 80% of $75
(C) 20% of$75
(D) $75 - (80% of $75)
(E) (20% of $75) - $75
J
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
47
5. Apples are priced at 16 cents each. or 3 for







6. A student claims that when two even numbers
are added. the sum consists only of even digits.
Which of the following shows that the student is
NOT correct?
(A) 12 + 36 =48
(B) 21 + 36 = 57·
(C) 12+64=76<
(D) 21 + 64 = 85.
(E) 21 + 63 = 84
7. Which of the following has the greatest value?
(Al .9 + .2 + 1.5
(B) .9 X .2 X 1.5
(C) .9 + (.2 X 1.5)
(D) (.9+ .2) X 1.5
(E) (.9 X .~) + 1;5
000
200 g A B c D E
8. In the figure above. if the first cylinder is to
represent a weight of 200 grams. which of the







.~~~~.~ ...••--..... - '~ --.-----'-'---' ~
9. A sheet of pa per measures 8!inches by
II inches. What is the greatest number of 2-inch
squares that can be ruled off on this sheet of
paper?






10. The chart above gives data about the distribu-
tion of four compact-car models in a company
parking lot. Which of the following figures best
represents the given data?
(A)
K X W J
(C)
K X W J
(E)
K X W J
(B)
K X W J
(D)
K X W J
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.







15. A club with 120 members has 80 female




(B) 1:2 (C) 2:1
(E) 3:2
12. A study showed that on the average engineers
earned 25% more per year than laboratory
technicians. If this trend continues, the annual
salary of engineers would be what percent






(B) 20% (C) 25%
(E) 125%

















13. Each of five schools in a certain town has a
ball team that plays teams from other towns.
Although these teams do not play each other,
they rank their teams by the number of games
won. Joe said, "If the Perfectos win their next
game, the Lions will be in second place." If Joe
is right, which column above could show the






(A) A (B) B (C) C (0) D (E) E
17. In the figure above, the shaded portion is what








14. To find the area of the shaded portion of the
figure above you need the value of
(A) a only
(B) b only
(C) both a and b
(0) either a or b, but not both
(E) neither a nor b
-~-"""""",~.,-....,.~.....,..,,----.-..-.-.--.-- •....
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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IA is 4 more than 3 times B.I







21. Each of five people earned one of the com-
missions shown below in one day. Which is
greatest?
(A) .1% er sI,000
(B) 10% er saoo
(C) 12.5% of$IOO
(D) 15% of $100
(E) 25% of $40
50
• " •• ,.'fI'· it' ••.
5cm
2.5 em











23. According to the graph above, approximately






GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
A committee of teachers is preparing a common
24. examination for a certain course. Each member
of the committee is assigned to write 3 to 5
arithmetic questions,S to 7 algebra questions,
and 6 or 7 geometry questions. The minimum
and maximum number of questions, respec-
tively, that each teacher is to write are
(A) 3 and 7
(B) 3 and 33
(C) 8 and 13
(D) 14 and 19
(E) 14 and 33
YES
25. 5.19 is between YES PRINT 1---'--1
N~ IO
(A) 5.0 and 5.3
(B) 5.08 and 5. IO
(C) 5.7 and 6.0
(D) 5.00 and 5.02
(E) 5.015 and 5.127
x y 28. An unknown number, N, was put into the
system shown above. Due to a printing mal-
function, all that appeared on the printout was
••N 10." Which of the following statements





10 35 (A) N could have been 8.325.
(B) N could have been 5.
(C) N could have been 6.10.
(D) N could have been 4.5..'
(E) N could have been 16.
26. Which of the following formulas expresses the
relationship between x and y in the table
above? '





27. It took Brenda 10 hours to drive from A to B
when she averaged 50 miles per hour. Pulling
a trailer on the return trip from B to A, she
averaged 40 miles per hour. How many hours
did the return trip take?
29. All of the digits I, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 are used to
fill in a six-digit numeral in the display above.
The digits 2 and 6 are in positions that are next
to each other (adjacent). The digit I is in the
104 position. If the digits 2 and 4 are both in
positions adjacent to the I, which of the follow-
ing need NOT be true?
(A) The number formed is greater than
400,000.
(B) The hundreds' digit is the 6.
(C) The digits 5 and 6 are in adjacent positions.
(D) The digits 3 and 5 are in adjacent positions.











GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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I Some values of x are less than 100·1
30. Which of the following is NOT consistent with
the sentence above?
(A) 5 isnot a value of x.
(B) 95 is a value of x.
(C) Some values of x are greater than 100.
(D) A,ll-valuesof x are less than 100.
(E) No numbers less than 100 are values of x.
31. The length of a caterpillar was measured in
centimeters. The length expressed in millimeters
would be
(A) twice as great
··(B)· half-as great
(C) ten times as great
(D) one-tenth as great
(E) one-thousandth as.great





33. For a certain board game, two dice are thrown
to determine the number of spaces to move. One
player throws the two dice and the same number
comes up on each of the dice. What is the proba-
bility that the sum of the two numbers is 9 ?
(A) 0 (B) i (C) ~ (D)! (E)









35. When Larry was calculating the amount of
material to purchase for a project, he acci-
dentally divided by 2 when he should have
multiplied by 2. The answer he got was 64.
The correct answer should have been
(A) 16
(D) 128




36. If A, b, and h are positive numbers and









37. A plane cross section of a cube can have any of


















39. M and N are any pair of real numbers whose
product is 1,000. If one number is doubled and
the product remains 1,000, what is the effect on
the other number?
(AVThe-other number is also doubled.
-(B) ~The other number is one-half its original
value.
(€1~The other number is increased by two.
-tf'} The other number is decreased by two.
...(Et-€hanging one number has no effect on the
other.
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
the
WIND-CHILL CHART
Temp. (F) Wind Speed (m.p.h.)
5 10 15 20 25 30 I 35 40
50° 48 40 36 32 30 28 27 26
40° 37 28 22 18 16 13 11 10
30° 27 16 9 4 0 -2 -4 -6
)f 20° 16 4 -5 -10 -15 -18 -20 -21
it? 10° 6 -9 -18 -25 -29 -:-33 -35 -37
0° -5 -21 -36 -39 -44 -48 -49 -53
:710° -15 -33' . -45 -53 -59 -63 -67 -69
-20° -26 -46 -58 -67 -74 -79 -82 -85
-30° -36 -58 -72 -82 -88 -94 -98 -100
-40° -47 -70 -85 -96 -104 -109 -113 -116
-50° -57 -83 -99 -IIO -118 -125 -129 -132
40. The temperature today is 10°F, but it feels as cold as it did last
week when the temperature was -10° F and the wind speed was

















•. Each of the questions or inC()mplctoIIlat.ementsbelow is followed by five
~. suggested ans.wers or com~leljonll.HcJcc( the best answer or completion of the
,I' five choices given and fill m the COtrCllponding lettered space on the answer.
_·sheet. ,
~:: 1. Which of the following fractlol/JI III (he largest'?
~t (A) 25/52 (0) 51/103




2. From the diagram of t~c: Hpl,JIlt;r ub(Jve, in spinning the spinner only
once, what is the probability of tpinning red, yellow, or blue'?
(A) V4 - (B) VJ (C) 1/"1 (lJ) 'l4(E) 3/2
.;- .
";:"
3. If 16V2 feet equals 1 rod, how IW,ny Inches are there in 4 rods'?
(A) 5tj2 (B) 22 (e) (,(, (D) 792 (E) 2,376
D~-- 6~ ~c
A-
~ E 81- 6--- ••
4. To compute the area of thlll figure, one would use
(A) 6x4 (0) 6+·3
(B) 12 x 3 (E) 4 x (6 + 3)





10. On a map, 1 centimeter represents 35 kilometers. Two cities 245
kilometers apart would be separated on the map by how many centime-
ters?
(A) 5 (B) 7 (C) 9 (D) 210 (E) 280






12. Which of the following is a prime number?
(A) 9 (B) 13 (C) 15 (D) 21 (E) 24
-,
13. The fraction 1/8 is between the numbers listed in which of the following
pairs?
(A) 1/10 and 2/17
(B) .1 and .12
(C) .08 and.l
(D) 1 and 2






14. In the coordinate graph above, the point represented by (-3,4) would be
' found in which quadrant? '
(A) I ,(D) IV ' .
(B) II, .(E) cannot be determined
, (C) III
15. A class. of 30 students all together have 60 pencils. Which of the ~.:~.'~~--:-;.....
following must be true?
(A) Each student has 2 pencils.
(B) Every student-has a pencil.
(C) Some students have only 1 pencil.
(D) Some students have more pencils than other students.
(E) The class averages 2 pencils per student.
. ;
16. A man purchased 4 pounds of steak priced at $3.89 per pound. How
much change did he receive from a twenty-dollar bill?
(A) $4.34 . (D) $15.56




17. Sam tries to construct a pie graph representing eye color of his
classmates. In his class of 24 students, 6 students have blue eyes, 12
students have brown eyes, 5 students have hazel eyes, and 1student has
green eyes. His teacher tells him that his graph (shown above) is not
correct. In order to fix the graph, Sam should
(A) increase the amount of green and decrease the amount of blue
(B) increase the amount of blue and,decrease the amount of hazel
(C) decrease the amount of blue and increase the .amount of brown
(D) decrease the amount of hazel and increase the amount of brown
(E) increase the amount of hazel and increase the amount of blue
--..::.- ;.,'
-18. If D is between A and B on AB, which of the following must be true?
(A) AD ••.DB
(B) DB ..•.AB - AD
(C) AD -= AB + DB
(D) DB -= AD + AB



































19. How much more money did the average family spend on medical






20. What was the approximate increase from 1970 to 1975 in the percentage
spent on food and drink?
(A) 4% (B) 18% (e) 22% (D) 40% (E) 50%
21. In a senior class of 800, only 240 decide to attend the senior prom. What
percentage of the senior class attended the senior prom?
(A) 8% (D) 33%
~)~% (m8~
(e) 30%
22. What is the probability of tossing a penny twice so that both times it
lands heads up? .
(A) 1/8 (B) 1/4 (e) 1/3 (D) 1/2 (E) 2/3
23.. 0074 is how many times smaller than 740,ooo?
(A) 1,000,000 (D) 1,000,000,000
(B) .10,000,000 (E) 10,000,000,000
(C) 100,000,000
24. A suit that originally sold for $120







25. In this flow chart, regardless
of the number you select, the
number at the end is always
(A) 5
(B) less than 14
(C) the same as the original
number.
(D) twice the original
number
(E) an odd number
26. To cbange 3 miles to inches, you should
(A) multiply 3 times 5,280
(B) multiply 3 times 5,280 and then divide by 12
(C) multiply 3 times 5,280 and then multiply by 12
(D) divide 3 into 5,280 and then multiply by 12
(E) divide 3 into 12 and then multiply by 5,280
o
A 10 8
27. Circle 0 is inscribed in square ABeD as shown above. The area of the ..
shaded region is approximately







28. Today is Lucy's fourteenth birthday. Last year she was three years older
than twice Charlie's age at that time. Using C for Charlie's age now,
which of the following can be used to determine Charlie's age now?
(A) 13 - 3- 2(C - 1) (D) 13 + 3 - 2C
(B) 14 - 3 - 2C (E) 13 + 3 - 2(C - 1)








29. Angela has nickels and dimes in her pocket, She has twice as many dimes
as nickels. What is the best expression of the amount of money she has in
cents if x equals the number of nickels she has?
(A) 25x (D) 5(3x)
(B) lOx + 5(2x) (E) 20(x + 5)
(C) x + 2x _
30. Four construction workers build a house containing 16 rooms. If the
house has 4 floors and they take exactly 4 months (without stopping) to
buildit, then which of the followingmust be true?
I. They build 4 rooms each month.
II. Each floor has 4 rooms.
III. They build an average of 1 floor per month.
IV. The house averages 4 rooms per floor.
(A) I and II
(B) I, II, and III
(C) II and III
(D) III and IV
(E) I, II, III, and IV
31. 750 times 45 equals P. Therefore 750 times 44 equals
(A) P - 45 (D) 44P
(B) P - 750 (E) 750P
(C) P - 1
32. A square 4 inches on a side is cut up into smaller squares t inch on a side.
What is the maximum number of such squares that can be formed?
(A) 4 (B) 8 (C) 16 (D) 36 (E) 64
33. A color television set is marked down 20% to $320. Which of the
following equations could be used to determine its original price,'P?
_(A) $320 - .20 - P .
(B) .20P - $320
(C) P - $320+ .20
(D) .80P + .20P - $320
(E) .80P - $320
214 PRACTICE TEST 2 '
34. The areas of which of the following are equal?
r
I II
(A) I and II
(B) I and III
(C) II and III
(D) I, II, and III
(E) none of them are equal
8
III
35. Which of the following is the most appropriate unit for describing the
weight of a bowling ball? --
(A) milligrams (D) decagrams
(B) centigrams (E) kilograms
(e) grams
Questions 36 and 37 refer to the graph on the following page.
36. Of the seven days shown, about what percent of the days did the
maximum temperature exceed the average temperature?
(A) 3% (B) 4% ee) ·43% (D) 57%· (E) 93%







38. When Francisco multiplies (x + 1)(x + 2) he gets x2 + 3x + 2 as an
answer. One way to check this answer would be to
(A) divide (x + 1) by (x + 2)
(BY divide (x + 2) by (x + 1)
(C) plug in a positive integer for x












































Los Ange,les: Jury 10-16, 1979
10 12 . 13
Date
15 161411
39. How many paintings were displayed at the County Museum of Art if
30% of them were by Monet and Monet was represented by 24
paintings?
(A) 48 (B) SO (C) 60 (D) 76 (E) 80
The sum of two numbers equals






~'~~ sroa IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, CHECK YOUR
, :~ WORK ON THIS SECTION ONLY .. DO NOT WORK ON ANYo¥-: _
40. If the above statement is true, which of the following best represents the
relationship?
(A) x +s> Y+ x
(B) (x)(y) - 1
(C) x-+- y-l
(D)x+y-y
(E) x+ y-x+ 1
P.P.S.T PBE.TE.S.T"" ..W.O.RKSUO.P""..EY.AL.UA.T.IOH
Your Major: Your Year in School:
IWhich session(s) did you attend? (Circle)
How many time~ have you taken the PPST exam?
Which section(s) of the test are you re-taking?




Please indicate the number of times you have tested for section:
Reading __ Writing __ Math
Please rate the following questions:
(l=not helpful, 2=somewhat helpful, 3=helpful, 4=very helpful)
How beneficial was the review session?
Did you receive the help you needed?
How helpful were the handouts?
Was the presentation clear and concise?
Overall, how would you rate the session?
Please Comment:
1. What was most helpful about the session?












PPST Workshop sponsored by the College of Education, Office of
Clinical Education and Student Support Program.
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Directions: Each of the questions or incomplete statements below is followed by five suggested answers or comple-
tions. Select the one that is best in each case and then fill in the corresponding lettered space on the answer sheet with
a heavy, dark mark so that you cannot see the letter.
Remember, try to answer every question.
1. A model is to be made so that I centimeter
represents 20 meters. How long should the
model be to represent 20,000 meters?
4. Points P, Q, R, and S are all on the same
line. If PS=4 and QR = 3, which number
line represents a possible arrangement of the
points?
P Q R S
(A) • !
, , , , , , , , , \ .
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
R S P Q
(8) •• I I I I I I I •
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
P Q S R
(C) •• I I I I I I I I I I i..,
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
R S P Q
(D) rio I I I I I I I I I I I ..
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
P Q S R
(E) ~ I I I I I I I ..
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
(A) I em (8) 10 em (C) 100 em
(D) 1,000 em (E) 10,000 em
2. To completely cover the shelves in a kitchen
cabinet, 18 feet 9 inches of shelf paper is needed.
There are 33 feet 6 inches of shelf paper in the
roll to be used. How much paper will be left
after covering the shelves?
(A) 14 ft 7 in
(B) 14 ft 9 in
. (C) 15 ft 3 in
(D) 15 ft 7 in
(E) 15 ft 9 in
.
3. At a sale, Sam bought a coat at 20% off the
regular price of $75. Which of the following is
a way to determine the sale price of the coat?
(A) $75 - $20
(B) 80% of $75
(C) 20% of $75
(D) $75 - (80% of $75)
(E) (20% of $75) - $75
J
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
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5. Apples are priced at 16 cents each, or 3 for







6. A student claims that when two even numbers
are added, the sum consists only of even digits.
Which of the following shows that the student is
NOT correct?
(A) 12 + 36 = 48
(B) 21 + 36 = 57
(C) 12 + 64 = 76 c
(D) 21 + 64 = 85.
(E) 21 + 63 = 84
7. Which of the following has the greatest value?
(AT .9 +.2 + 1.5
(B) .9 X .2 X 1.5
(C) .9 + (.2 X 1.5)
(D) (.9 + .2) X 1.5
(E) (.9 X .2)+ L5
ODD
200 g A B c D E
8. In the figure above, if the first cylinder is to
represent a weight of 200 grams, which of the







9. A sheet of paper measures 8! inches by
11 inches. What is the greatest number of 2-~nch
squares that can be ruled off on this sheet of
paper?






10. The chart above gives data about the distribu-
tion of four compact-car models in a company
parking lot. Which of the following figures best





K X W J K X W J
(C) (D) -
K X W J K X W J
(E)
K X W J
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
1 + 1 _






15. A club with 120 members has 80 female




(B) 1:2 (C) 2:1
(E) 3:2
12. A study showed that on the average engineers
earned 25% more per year than laboratory
technicians. If this trend continues, the annual
salary of engineers would be what percent





(B) 20% (C) 25%
(E) 125%

















13. Each of five schools in a certain town has a
ball team that plays teams from other towns.
Although these teams do not play each other,
they rank their teams by the number of games
won. Joe said, "If the Perfectos win their next
game, the Lions will be in second place." If Joe
is right, which column above could show the






(A) A (B) B (C) C (0) D (E) E
17. In the figure above, the shaded portion is what









14. To find the area of the shaded portion of the
figure above you need the value of
(A) a only·
(B) b only
(C) both a and b
(0) either a or b, but not both
(E) neither a nor b
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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(D) 4.000 000, ,
4
(E) 1";000:000







IA is 4 more than 3 times B.I







21. Each of five people earned one of the com-
missions shown below in one day. Which is
greatest?
(A) _1% ofSl,OOO
(B) 10% of $200
(C) 12.5% of $100
(D) 15% of $100
(E) 25% of $40
50
..... ' '..' '.,.•,' .',











23. According to the graph above, approximately






GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
4 A committee of teachers is preparing a common
2 . examination for a certain course. Each member
of the committee is assigned to write 3 to 5
arithmetic questions, 5 to 7 algebra questions,
and 6 or 7 geometry questions. The minimum
and maximum number of questions, respec-
tively, that each teacher is to write are
(A) 3 and 7
(B) 3 and 33
(C) 8 and 13
(0) 14 and 19
(E) 14 and 33
YES
25. 5.19 is between YES PRINT 1----'--1
N~ IO
(A) 5.0 and 5.3
(B) 5.08 and 5.10
(C) 5.7 and 6.0
(0) 5.00 and 5.02
(E) 5.015and5.127
x y 28. An unknown number, N, was put into the
system shown above. Due to a printing mal-
function, all that appeared on the printout was
••N 10." Which of the following statements





IO 35 (A) N could have been 8.325.
(B) N could have been 5.
(C) N could have been 6.10.
(D) N could have been 4.5...
(E) N could have been 16.
26. Which of the following formulas expresses the
relationship between x and y in the table
above? .
(A) y=x+ 5
(B) y = x+ 6
(C) y = 3x+ 5
(0) y=4x- 1
(E) y = 4x- 5
27. It took Brenda 10 hours to drive from A to B
when she averaged 50 miles per hour. Pulling
a trailer on the return trip from B to A, she
averaged 40 miles per hour. How many hours
did the return trip take?
29. All of the digits 1,2,3,4,5, and 6 are used to
fill in a six-digit numeral in the display above.
The digits 2 and 6 are in positions that are next
to each other (adjacent). The digit I is in the
104 position. If the digits 2 and 4 are both in
positions adjacent to the I, which of the follow-











The number formed is greater than
400,000.
The hundreds' digit is the 6.
The digits 5 and 6 are in adjacent positions.
The digits 3 and 5 are in adjacent positions.
The number formed is an odd number.
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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I Some values of x are less than 100. I
30. Which of the following is NOT consistent with
the sentence above?
(A) 5 is not a value of x.
(B) 95 is a value of x.
(C) Some values of x are greater than 100.
(0) A,U'valuesof x are less than 100.
(E) No numbers less than 100 are values of x.
31. The length of a caterpillar was measured in
centimeters. The length expressed in millimeters
would be
(A) twice as great
-(B). half-as great
(C) ten times as great
(0) one-tenth as great
(E) one-thousandth as great





33. For a certain board game, two dice are thrown
to determine the number of spaces to move. One
player throws the two dice and the same number
comes up on each of the dice. What is the proba-
bility that the sum of the two numbers is 9 ?
(A) 0 (B) i (C) ~ (O)! (E)





(E) Q -+ 20
35. When Larry was calculating the amount of
material to purchase for a project, he acci-
dentally divided by 2 when he should have
multiplied by 2. The answer he got was 64.
The correct answer should have been
(A) 16
(0) 128
(B) 32 (C) 96
(E) 256
52
.. '.. ;";"'" ":'. -,..•...
36. If A, b, and h are positive numbers and









37. A plane cross section of a cube can have any of

















39. M and N are any pair of real numbers whose
product is 1,000. If one number is doubled and
the product remains 1,000, what is the effect on
the other number?
(AVThe-other number is also doubled.
'(8) ~,The other number is one-half its original
value.
(€t.-:-:=rheother number is increased by two.
-{I)f The other number is decreased by two.
~hanging one number has no effect on the
other.





Temp. (F) Wind Speed (m.p.h.)
5 10 15 20 25 30 I 35 40
50° 48 40 36 32 30 28 27 26
40° 37 28 22 18 16 13 II 10
30° 27 16 9 4 0 -2 -4 -6
of 20° 16 4 -5 -10 -15 -18 -20 -21
it? 10° 6 -9 -18 -25 -29 -33 -35 -37
0° -5 -21 -36 -39 -44 -48 -49 -53
:710° -15 -33 I' -45 -53 -59 -63 -67 -69
-20° -26 -46 -58 -67 -74 -79 -82 -85
-30° -36 -58 -72 -82 -88 -94 -98 -100
-40° -47 -70 -85 -96 -104 -109 -1I3 -Il6




40. The temperature today is 10°F, but it feels as cold as it did last
week when the temperature was - 10°F and the wind speed was
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:;. Each of the questions or incompleto IItutements below is followed by five
:.:~;suggested answers or com~IetionJi. HelC(;tthe best answer or completion of the
... ' five choices given and fill in the <:orrclIP{)nding lettered space on the answer
.~:.sheet.
~: 1. Which of the following [Tactlo"" III the largest?
~·~25/52 (D) 51/103








2. From the diagram of t~~ Hpl1JfJt:.r ubove, in spinning the spinner only
once, what is the probability of 1I~~~g red, yellow, or blue?
(A) 14 (B) 13 (e) '/~ (2M y~ (E) 3/2
3. If 16'/, feet equals 1 rod, how",,, ny ~ are there in 4 rods ~




4. To compute the area of thlH figure, one would use
(A) 6 x 4 (D) 6 +'3
l~ 12 x 3 (E) 4 x (6 + 3)
~6X3
")In
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5. All of the following ratios are equal except
(A) 1 to 4 (D) 3 to 12
~ 3 to 8 (E) 4 to 16
(C) 2 to 8
6. Which of the following could be expressed by the following number
sentence? 825.50 + '435.00 - 1,260.50
(A) the difference in the cost of housing in two cities, Chicago and
Indianapolis
~ the total amo~nt of moneyearned in each of two months during the
summer vacation
(C)· the average of two months' earnings
(D) 435.00 is the result of subtracting the weight of 824.50 pounds
minus some unknown '




(C) 84- (D) 96
7. Given ~ABC with LBCD •••84° and LB "'"63°, find the
~rees.& 21 (B) 27
8. If Juan works 8 hours and receives $3.75 perhour and . ary works 24
hours and receives a total of $110, which of the follo ing cannot be
derived from the above statement?
(A) Juan's total
(B) Mary's wage per hour
(C) the difference received between Juan and Mary
(D) the average total received byJuan and Mary
@ the hours Mary worked each day.
9. If3c - d, then c «




(E) (1 + ·d)/3
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10. On a map, 1 centimeter represents 35 kilometers. Two cities 245
kilometers apart would be separated on the map by how many centime-
ters? .
(A) 5 //('B~7 (C) 9 (D) 210 (E) 280
\..~







12. Which of ~!le-t:ollowingis a prime number?
(A) 9'/(BJ 13 (C) 15 (D) 21
\_/
(E) 24
13. The fraction 1/8 is between the numbers listed in which of the following
pairs?
(A) 1/10 and 2/17
(B) .1 and .12
(C) .08 and.l







14. In the coordinate graph above, the point represented by (-3,4) would be
. found in which quadrant? .
(A) I (D) IV
(<",(iD> II. .(E) cannot be determined
~(C) III
~" ...'
15. A class of 30 students all together have 60 pencils. Which of the ::':':".T
,.1
following must be true? . ",'
(A) Each student has 2 pencils.
(B) Every studenthas a pencil.
(C) Somestudents have only 1 pencil.
~" Some students have more .pencils than other students.
( (E.)) The class averages 2 pencils per student.
, ,,-,,'
.• 'J~~"
16. A man purchased 4 pounds of steak priced at $3.89 per pound. How'::('
much change did he receive from a twenty-dollar bill?
~ $4.34 (D) $15.56caw $4.44 (E) $44.66
(C) $4.46
s:
17. Sam tries to construct a pie graph representing eye color of his
classmates. In his class of 24 students, 6 students have blue eyes, 12
students have brown eyes, 5 students have hazel eyes, and 1student has
green eyes. His teacher tells him that his graph (shown above) is not
correct. In order to fix the graph, Sam should
(~, increase the amount of green and decrease the amount of blue
diYincr~se the amount of blue and decrease the amount of hazel
(C) decrease the amount of blue and increase the amount of brown
(D) decrease the amount of hazel and increase the amount of brown
(E) increase the amount of hazel and increase the amount of blue--18. If Dis between A and Bon AB, which of the followingmust be true?
~AD-DB
/CCBYDB - AB - AD
(C) AD -= AB + DB
(D) DB - AD + AB








































19. How much more money did the average family spend on medical






20. What was the approximate increase from 1970 to 1975 in the percentage
~ent on food and drink?
@ 4% (B) 18% (C) 22% (D) 40% (E) 50%
21. In a senior class of 800, only 240 decide to attend the senior prom. What
percentage of the senior class attended the senior prom?
(A) 8% (D) 33%
(~) 24% (E) 80%rS9 30%
22. What is the probability of tossing a penny twice so that both times it
lands heads ll)?-~~\ -
(A) 1/8 ® 1/4 (C) 1/3 (D) 1/2 (E) 2/3
23 .. 0074 is how many times smaller than 740,000?
(A) 1,000,000 (D) 1,000,000,000
(B) 10,000,000 (E) 10,000,000,000
c:i9) 100,000,000
24. A suit that originally sold for $120






25. In this flowchart, regardless
of the number you select, the
number at the end is always
(A) 5
(B) less than 14
(,/'(~Dthe same as the original
..... number
(D) twice the original
number
(E) an odd number
26. To change 3 miles to inches, you should
(A) multiply 3 times 5,280
. (B) multiply 3 times 5,280 and then divide by 12
~c:("Cr)nultiply 3 times 5,280 and then multiply by 12
c{D) divide 3 into 5,280 and then multiply by 12
(E) divide 3 into 12 and then multiply by 5,280
o
10 BA
27. Circle 0 is inscribed in square ABCD as shown above. The area of the
.~~ded region is approximately















28. ·Today is Lucy's fourteenth birthday. Last year she was three years older
than twice Charlie's age at that time. Using C for Charlie's age now,
~Wqichof the following can be used to determine Charlie's age now?
,?fA) 13 - 3- 2(C - 1) (D) 13 + 3 - 2C
1... .•... - •
(B) 14 - 3 - 2C (E) 13 + 3 - 2(C - 1)
(C) 13 - 3 - 2C
29. Angela has nickels and dimes in her pocket. She has twice as many dimes
as nickels. What is the best expression of the amount of money she has in
cents if x equals the number of nickels she has?
~A))25x (D) 5(3x)VB) lOx + 5(2x) (E) 20(x+ 5)
(C) x + 2x
~"..: .
.::..
30. Four construction workers build a house containing 16 rooms. If the
house has 4 floors and they take exactly 4 months (without stopping) to
build it, then which of the followingmust be true?
I. They build 4 rooms each month.
II. Each floor has 4 rooms.
III. They build an average of 1 floor per month.
IV. The house averages 4 rooms per floor.
(A) I and II ~ III and IV
(B) I, II, and III (E) I, II, III, and IV
(C) II and III
31. 750 times 45 equals P. Therefore 750 times 44 equals
(A) P --45 (D) 44P
c(Iff) P - 750 (E) 750P
'(C) P - 1
32. A square 4 inches on a side is cut up into smaller squares 1inch on a side.
What is the maxim~:~mber of such squares that can be formed?
(A) 4 (B) 8 (!9 16 (D) 36 (E) 64·
33. A color television set is marked down 20% to $320. Which of the
following equations could be used to determine its original price, P?
(A) $320 - .20 - P
(B) .20P - $320
(C) P - $320 + .20
(D), .80P + .20P - $320
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(A) I and II
(B) I and III
(C) II and III
(1:») I, II, and III
((gy none of them are equal
8
III
35. Which of the following is the most appropriate unit for describing the
weight of a bowling ball? -.
(A) milligrams (D) decagrams
(B) centigrams r@ kilograms
(C) grams
Questions 36 and 37 refer to the graph on the/allowing page.
36. Of the seven days shown, about what percent ot the days did the
maximum temperature exceed the aver~~ temperature?
(A) 3% (B) 4% (C) 43% t_~) 57% (E) 93%








38. When Francisco multiplies (x + l)(x + 2) he gets x2 + 3x + 2 as an
answer. One way to check this answer would be to
(A) divide (x + 1) by (x + 2)
~) divide (x + 2) by (x + 1)
<1£01ug in a positive integer for x































'~Z3 92.~'.e {50year.' Q)c. 90 average:e 1925-1975
~ 88
86











39. How many paintings were displayed at the County Museum of Art if
30% of them were by Monet and Monet was represented by 24
paintings?
(A) 48 (B) 50 (C) 60 (D) 76 @ 80
The sum of two numbers equals
one of the numbers.
;~i 40. If the above statement is true, which of the following best represents theI~ relationship? /~.-.~
1\' (A) x+y-y+x (~~x+y-y
'I,~, «;,:,,' (B) (x)(y)- 1 (E) x + y - x + 1







sror. IF YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, CHECK YOUR
WORK ON THIS SECTION ONLY .. DO NOT WORK ON ANY
OTHER SECTION IN THE TEST.
Test 1
1. 3.42 is between
a. 3.04 and 3.3
b. 3.43 and 3.59
c. 3.03 and 3.41
d. 3.4 and 3.6
e. 3.3 and 3.4


























6. Thirty students are awarded scholarships to college, this
number comprises of 40% of the total number of students who














300 students, 60 do not sign up for after
What percent of the school signs up for after
8. In order to pass a test, a student must answer 27 questions
correctly in order to receive the lowest passing grade of






9. What is the probability of tossing tails four consecutive

















The tiles he wants are 12 inch square tiles sold in
of 6 per carton. How many cartons of tiles does Joe
buy?
11. Tom can paint a house in 3 hours. Dick can paint the house



















14. In a class of 25 students, 15 are boys. What percent of the






15. If the scale on a map shows that 1mm represents 30m and one








What is the maximum number of pieces of birthday cake of































20. If a piece of wood was measured in feet, the length expressed
in yards would be
a. 3 times as great
b. 1/2 as great
c. twice as great
d. one-third as great
e. one-fifth as great
21. If x is a positive integer in the equation 4x = y, then y
must be
a. a positive even integer
b. a negative even integer
c. zero
d. a positive odd integer
e. a negative odd integer
22. Sally has 3 CD's, John has 8 CD's, Tom has 1/2 as many CD's
as John, and Rita has 3 times as many CD's as Sally. How






23. If a, b, and c are all positive whole numbers greater than 1





d. they are all equal
e. cannot be determined
24.
I x and yare fv:c\--".-s of 61







25. If x > I, which of the following decreases as x decreases?




d. I and II
e. II and III
26.


























Doug Chris Jose Maria Zack Jen
7 12 3 9 18 1
4 3 8 19 1 18
21 18 17 8 17 3
3 18 7 16 9 19
4 1 19 21 13 17
19 19 3 8 16 6
3 6 18 7 19 2
5 3 1 16 2 7
28. According to the chart above, from wh\cnteacher did Chris






29. According to the chart above, what student did teacher D give








clothes = 16%food = 10%bills = 34%rent = 43%
Which pie graph shows the apporximate spending above?
Q. b. c.
d. e.
31. How many 4 square inch tiles fit on a kitchen floor that is







In spinning the spinner above






2 times, what are the chances





















Given the A ABC withLA=42 , and angle B is a right angle,












38. John is drawing a reproduction of a painting so that 1mrn
represents 18 meters. If the painting is 72 meters long,










In the coordinate graph above, the point represented by





e. Cannot be determined
40. The fraction 2/8 is between the numbers listed in which of
the following pairs?
a. 3/8 and 5/8
b. 1/3 and 2
c. .4 and 1.3
d. .04 and .24
e. .2 and 1













































1. 3.42 is between da. 3.04 and 3.3
b. 3.43 and 3.59
c. 3.03 and 3.41
d. 3.4( and 3.6<.





2 . Which of the following fractions is the least?
a. 9/8 -I~ - >,
b. 28/29- .91 _ L, I b,
,
I
8/4~ 2 \ ( .....L.c. -;--- >
d. zt i-r. '7 \
e. 36/35-1 >\
3 . Which of the following is the greatest?
, '"a. 5.83 .' (( - Qb. 5.6
••..) l.
/c. 5.09 ~_jL
d. 5.009 5 '5-,(ye. 5.7341 (Q
4. _1_ + 1100 10000 0 0 \
t 0 C)O \1.01 .a.
b. .11 I"'\. \ () \ e e.t....J ,c. .1001 IJ.p~~\l_ <:.1d. 1.001
. e. .0101 !\ ~\ c.C \'_.)o '.,- "
\
+-'







Thirty students are awarded scholarships to college, this
number comprises of 40% of the total number of students who
applied. How many students applied for scholarships?
a. 12 ,S 30 40 CJ\..,Qd)"",.,Q±'.t)L, 30:<·j~()::3oo
b. 700 ~ -:;:> "'-~-T d )(. L\Q : LID'/<
c. 120 of toO X. 100
d. 60
e. 75
do not sign up for after
the school signs up for after
\ \ ....'.. \'\:' J. .;1lj0 " 'OJ ;; '21.\ 00'·;{~o_ ( 't.. C,,(. '--~" / ' •...u,., ''''f j x' 'soD" jo..)X- -300 - 10()









7 . In a school of 300 students, 60
school sports. What percent of
school sports?
a. 40% 300










in order to receive the lowest passing grade of
many questions are on the test? ('1::'\ 'Z-i X 100 ::L.'OO
1 'S ~,e 1-' IS' U,~(II",··'">"'A.,tl~, i~:;;''f.. -- IS Y
-=.> - \0::>
of H~O X
What is the probability of tossing
times with a two sided fair coin?
a. 1/4 /)L,,~n' (II" eb . 1/ 2 t:::::J-F uul..Y .c<: ./y¥L8 LO 'j-f1..Lu)\...; '-I )\.,
































The tiles he wants are 12 inch square tiles sold in
of 6 per carton. How many cartons of tiles does Joe
buy?.. , li ;'JA~'l?-. (l'15j,fu',JJ::, o...J~ iJ' \J' Jt.~'
8-r-'t-- X \'2--f+ - 12.z.s,
qlo 4),t)~±
\ \0 :pCL~: } c qc.:J. -~ d
~ fe', io..c.i:2 o.~c, AO (0 { ~,~ c.:
3~
11. Tom can paint a house in 3 hours. Dick can paint the house
in 6 hours. How long will it take to paint the house if they
work together? I
a. 9 TO'Yvv::' Ih..o~ ',."~ 3)vw ~ 3, I.e , •.t J;, T~-- '3 13 + t - ~
b • 4 • 5 f)~ -: 1M"'''',!'' v" lDJv....o : t, k,lAiC ,11Cl "D~,: Lc ,
,'t""\ v-+- \ - \
C • 2 1" L • .!.. -I- ~ -~: +-.L . J. I ' v' T o~J1'"\ -- r-; ");' 3 (;; - \(
d. 7 cr'>F'-'~' "3> lo - lJJ i.£,' 'L .<", .lv.
e. 3 ~ k.lllMQ.~·'V"~ \ lJ,~ So I N\..,,,,,,.,l c, 2. k,,_ C
x ~ 3e)
X:: 3xr'/
X ~ '2 \ -':> 5t
;;J 1 _.\













and B = 7, then X =






and t = 10, then X =
j -= ~ -'t "I






on a map shows that 1mm represents 30m and one
as 20mm long, how many meters long is the road?
_~~~. ••( M~ ') .L.. - 20 CJ'-O/~ rY>~S:)O ~LO --(000
O( f"'S (r.-.. ") ') 0 X l )<.. 'J< ~ \ '/.
\, :'looo
In a class of 25 students, 15 are





























boys. What percent of the
1'S'x 100 -: \':)00
.:1,).)( -::2..S'7
'2 S-X -:;.\ '5"'00
e
...0 (Lu'~'G\..o..
_..'-!: -:.,\.0 0 0
\ I
the maximum number of pieces of birthday cake of
by 4" that can be cut from the cake above?
17. 7cm
Scm
What is the perimeter, in meters, of
a. 24m





rY\ d D'\ C.0\ 1"(,IV\.
~
~c 1'(\ ::. ..;(4 rY\ --':::>
\ oO'-\'Y\--"--
\ "'"
J'i Cm 0LO:;..o ~ , 'f. -z... '-\ -;;.2.'-\
:JO<Zry; y " \00-" l(:x:);(
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;.,c.i'I~ d.AA>.....d."


















20. If a p\ ce of wood was
in yards would be
a. 3 times as great
b. 1/2 as great
c. twice as great
d. one-third as great
e. one-fifth as great
measured in feet, the length expressed
22. Sally has 3 CD's, John has 8 CD's, Tom has
as John, and Rita has 3 times as many CD's
many CD's do Tom and Rita have together?
a. 11 T -' /\.oh, _.1. I ()" - L\
b . 15 0l'V\. - '- 1r ~''"Y\. - 'L UJ) - ,
c. 24 RdA.:.. 3 Sol L.A = 3l3") :- '\
d. 13 -----0
e. 25
1/2 as many CD's I
as Sally. How
23. If a, b, and c are all positive whole numbers greater than 1
such that a > b > c, which of the following is the largest
q~~n~~~~~~~~ Q=_~ Q) l(;.:~r)3::l~
b. ab+c ~ ~ b-r b) :.JJ\...L\l -+3 :. d-3 0..
c. ac+b <:.::3 c) (S)O)+L\: ''1
d. they are all equal
e. cannot be determined
24.
I x and yare .fo.dor s of 61
Which of the following can NOT be true according to the
statement above?
a. x=l, y=6 l'Ito"'-<.o
b. x=-2, y=-3 -,)1(-3-= <0 ~
c. x= - 2, y= 3 - d.. x .:, -: -10
d. x= - 6, y= -1 -"')<.. - \ :. t.:>
e. x= 2 , y= 3 ;;..:,x ? : to
25. If x > 1, which of the following decreases as x decreases?
I. x2. II. 2x2 -x III. 1/x+1
a. I
b. I I
c. I I I
d. I and II
e. II and III
=: ~ tft X CVY~ ~-t.
X~3 x.-:.-'J--
T. 3-:L::q I . .;).':l.- -= '-\







3+ \ - ~
d-
26.













According to the graph above, what was the temperature at
5 p.m.?






Doug Chris Jos Maria Zack Jen
A 7 12 9 18 HB 4 3 19 1C 21 18 8 17D t~ 16 9···· ....._@J
E 4 1 21 13 17
F 19- ·--····~l.i) 8 16 6
G 3 7 19 2
H 5 3 1 16 2 7
28. According to the chart above, from which teacher did Chris
recieve the same number of tokens as Jen did from teacher D?
a. E
b. H dc. G
d. F
e. B
29. According to the chart above, what student did teacher D give
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fit on a kitchen floor that isHow many 4 square inch tiles






















the spinner above 2 times, what are the chances
k:~~:i.fuJ.UJ,/ 'fALL'}'\. vru..£/"{f'£oc&
't-/v tJ .: {::/:''2.AJ /. '..lr0 /l"jI(.)..-c~;I: hl.€ ,..) j .... /.. A••ttJ.-F't:.f...W
JUv.e"xT : (0 ~)
-:# (J/ u-.a/''--<'- (<.I
.,I..; a-! d:t"-P'.J"':W) •
-- J
\ I I- X - Q..,(0 (0 - ?J.)\0 -
how many inches are in 3 ropes?
l~{/r\.d'flo..~i.J./tc(jlJ...~ cY,c t 6D :5 /LC.f~~
















2cm, what is the area of the figure above?
- L X W~ e£ ~ /'~tLLl~tL
Cd X 115) '" ~
3 x:2 -:(0 ~ C,-
54.7)"
35. Which of the following is the smallest?
a. 7/9 : .113
b. 1/3:,33
c. 1/6=,\\P cd. 6/18':,33
e. 1/4:...'2..$
36.
CD T~ ~ CvT'-C/J.,Q - )800
Q} ~ c:u'\.(l~ ~ q0"






















38. John is drawing a reproduction of a painting so that 1mm
represents 18 meters. If the painting is 72 meters long,
















i X -, /'\...... '\ '1 /
d
In the coordinate graph above, the point represented by
(2,-6) would be found in which quadrant?
a. I
b. I I
c. I I I
d. IV
e. Cannot be determined
The
the
fraction 2/8 is between
following pairs?
a. 3/8 and 5/8
b. 1/3 and 2
c .. 4 and 1.3
d. .04 and .24
e .. 2 and 1
the numbers listed in which of
Y - e










































1. A model is made so that 1 millimeter represents 15 meters.






2. To completely cover the wall in the closet, 13 feet 7 inches
of wall paper is needed. There are 22 feet 3 inches of wall
paper in the roll to be used. How much paper will be left






3. At a sale Rita bought a coat at 40% off the regular price of
$170. Which of the following is a way to determine the sale
price of the coat?
a. 40% of $170
b. $170 - $40
c. $170 - (60% of $170)
d. 60% of $170
e. (60% of $170)- $170
4. Points A, B, C, D are all on the same line. If AD = 6 and
BC = 4, which number line represents a possible arrangement
of the points?
A B C D
a.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
A D C B
b.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
A B D C
c.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
A B C D
d.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
A B D C
e.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
5. Bananas are priced at 17 cents each, or 4 for 64 cents. How






6. A student claims that when two even numbers are added, the
sum consists only of even digits. Which of the following
shows that the student is NOT correct?
a. 18 + 12 = 30
b. 17 + 18 = 35
c. 18 + 46 = 64
d. 17 + 27 = 44
e. 18 + 24 = 42
7. Which of the following has the greatest value?
a. (.7 x .4) + 2.1
b .. 7 + (.4 x 2.1)
c •• 7 x .4 x 2.1
d .. 7 + .4 + 2.1
e. (.7 + .4) x 2.1
8.
A B c D E
In the figure above, if the first line is to represent a







9. How many 3 square inch tiles fit on a floor that is 18 1/2






10. The chart gives data about the
distribution of four compact-car
models in a company parking lot.
Which of the following best


















12. A study showed that on average teachers earned 40% more per
year than secretaries. If this trend continues, the annual
salary of teachers would be what percent greater than that






13. To find the area of the




d. a and b
e. a and c








A B c D E
Each of five clubs in one town has a team that plays teams
from other towns. Although these teams do not play each
other, they rank their teams by the number of games they've
won. Ann said, " If the Bulls win their next game, the Sox
will be in second place." If Ann is right, which column







15. A class with 80 students has 60 female students. The ratio
















above, the arrow points to
























following could be the weight of an average
20. I A is 5 more than 4 times B
Which of the following is NOT a way to express the
relationship above?
A-5
a. B = 'f
b. A - 4B = 5
c. 4B + 5 = A
d. A - 5 = 4B
e. 4B - 5 = A
21. Each of five people earned one of the commissions shown below
in one day. Which is the greatest?
a. 5% of $900
b. 11% of $300
c. 13.5% of $100
d. 19% of $100
e. 25% of $60
22. What is the perimeter, in



















the graph, approximately how high was the snow
24. Three students are taking a test. Each student can answer 7
to 9 multiple choice questions, 4-8 short answer questions,
and 6-9 fill in the blank. The minimum and maximum number of
questions, respectively that a student can answer are
a. 4 and 9
b. 6 and 8
c. 17 and 26
d. 4 and 43
e. 17 and 43
25. 7.39 is between
a. 7.0 and 7.3
b. 7.02 and 7.05
c. 7.8 and 8.9
d. 7.3 and 7.5
e. 7.035 and 7.362






Which of the following formulas expresses the relationship
between x and y in the table above?
a. y = x + 6
b. y = x + 7
c. y = 4x + 7
d. y = 4x - 6
e. y = x - 7
27. It took Jen 6 hours to drive from A to B when she averaged
60 miles per hour. Pulling a trailer on the return trip









X was put into he system shown above. Due to a printing
malfunction, all that appeared on the printout was" X 12".
Which of the following statements about N must be false?
a. X could have been 9
b. X could have been 6.4
c. X could habe been 11
d. X could have been 9.85





All of the digits 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 are used to fill in
the display above. The digits 6 and 4 are both in positions
adjacent to the 8 which is in the 10' position. The digits 7
and 9 are in positions that are next to each other. The
digit 5 is to the right of the digit 7. Which of the
following need not be true?
a. The thousands' digit is the 5
b. The digits 4 and 5 are in adjacent positions
c. The number formed is an even number
d. The number formed is greater than 900,000
e. The numbers 8 and 4 are in adjacent positions
30. I Some values of X are more than 100 I
Which of the following is not consistent with the sentence
above?
a. 285 is a value of X
b. Some values of X are less than 100
c. Some values of X are more than 100
d. No numbers more than 100 are values of X
e. 108 is not a value of X
31. If a finger was measured in millimeters, the length expressed
in centimeters would be
a. twice as great
b. half as great
c. ten times as great
d. one-tenth as great
e. one-thousandth as great






33. Two dice are thrown in a certain board game to determine the
number of spaces to move. One player throws the dice and the
same number comes up on each of the dice. What is the






34. IF A 10 Q, then A . 200:- = .•.. =a. 20Q
b. 2Q
Q . 2c. ,
d. Q 10
e. Q . 20
35. When Bob was calculating the amount of wood to buy for work,
he accidentally divided by 3 when he should have multiplied













37. A plane cross section of a ractangular block can have any of











39. A and B are any pair of real numbers whose product is 500.
If one number is doubled the product remains 500, what is the
effect on the other number?
a. The other number is also doubled
b. The other number is 1/2 its original value
c. The other number is increased by 2
d. The other number is decreased by 2
e. The value of the other number remains the same
40. Tips Earned Chart
Monday Sl S3 S2 S6 S8
Tuesday 8 4 4 5 3
Wednesday 5 3 6 2 1
Thursdav 7 8 5 4 3
Friday 4 7 6 3 5
Cesar
Employee
Bertha Jim Pat Javier
According to the chart, on what day did Javier earn as much
















































1. A model is made so that 1 millimeter represents 15 meters.
How long should the model be to represent 1500 meters?
a • Lmm _. __ , _ ttl
./~ (mY\')) \ X r ./..'/ 15}( :::/S7):b. 10mm . _ - C/w~;;:.",il''-V'-l.~'-J I X J5JO =: 1':;7..),)c. 100mm CVt.iJ;ll-:AI· (n') 15 - 'SOD
d. 1000mm ~4'}L_d ~,(d..1Z
e. 10000mm 0")( ~I)-DD 15" II::-~;~j'-7 C
~. IS'
2. To completely cover the wall in the closet, 13 feet 7 inches
of wall paper is needed. There are 22 feet 3 inches of wall
paper in the roll to be used. How much paper will be left
after covering the wall? (r~/YJ.t31"»)
a. 9ft 6in J I ~-! /~/Y1 ",,/
b. 9ft 8in M' L,* b\''i'..c. 8ft 6in 1)' v
d . 8 f t 8in I :3 ~J '1 \/1'_
e. 9ft 4in~-_~~~,_ ..~~ _ d
o oAf. C.J \J,,-,
J
3. At a sale Rita bought a coat at 40% off the regular
$170. Which of the following is a way to determine
price of the coat?
a. 40% of $170
b. $170 - $40
c. $170 - (60% of $170)
d. 60% of $170
e. (60% of $170)- $170
price of
the sale
~.)'1J 1../0'10 <YfO -=:> loo"lo-


















4. Points A, B, C, Dare all on the same line. If AD = 6 andBC = 4, which number line represents a possible arrangementof the points?
A B C D to
a. Q1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 Lf
{. A D C B '2...~
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
A B D C CoI. ~ .. ...•.•..
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 6;;
~,"-- ..-~_/'--~~._.../
I- A B C D 5
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
A B D C 6-,.
1 2 3 4 5 6- 7 8 9 10
5. Bananas are priced at 17 cents each, or 4 for 64 cents. How
much is saved per banana by buying 4 bananas?
a. 4 cents \I (09 I¢ 110 11b. 1 cent '>( i.\ 4 rr Lf I (0'1 - t to bc. 16 cents - Ca4 or- 4 -~'6 -- I¢d. 17 cents y ;:..'4
e. 9 cents
6. A student claims that when two even numbers are added, the
sum consists only of even digits. Which of the following
shows that the student is NOT correct?
a. 18 + 12 = 30
3.{ft" w~,-g.d.d~)(. 17 + 18 = 35 CA 30 hO
c. 18 + 46 = 64.«: 17 + 27 = 44
e. 18 + 24 = 42
d-7. Which of the following has the greatest value?a. ( . 7 x .4) + 2.1 Q) :1 b) 2 ~\ c) .1 dJ .(
b . . 7 + ( .4 x 2.1) ".~ x .'\ x .'1 .L.j









J\.CJ. ..'j wc>tf I ~, 200 ~
e
A B
In the figure above, if the first line is to represent a







How many 3 square inch tiles











20 _. 1.'" cvt o·H
I 'a I 5' ~S" - c..;.d ~vb
10. The chart gives data about the
distribution of four compact-car
models in a company parking lot.
Which of the following best












<9 H J C, \-\ \ -r ~ H \ :r
e.
d,
dIb e-r... •• -r --
11. _1_ + _ 1_ .L C'~'> ~100 1000 01 - 10'00100 -
.011 +. 00\ ~ \a. ~ -
b. .11 0\\ Or
t- \000 \OUQ
1.11 •c. ..»,
d. .101 (~'\- - .0\\-1.01 \()OOe.
~~t 0.
~)
12. A study showed that on average teachers earned 40% more per
year than secretaries. If this trend continues, the annual
salary of teachers would be what percent greater than that







13. To find the area of the shaded portion of the figure below
you need the value of? 1Ma. a only
b. b only cc. c only I.~•.•.. I:.
d. a and b ce. a and c
14. ~;:~~[I 4 [£lNicks 4 6Bulls ..,.;..~.~ g,Bears 4 cSox ?~ -.-l~ -A E
Each of five clubs in one town has a team that plays teams
from other towns. Although these teams do not play each
other, they rank their teams by the number of games they've
won. Ann said, " If the Bulls win their next game, the Sox
will be in second place." If Ann is right, which column







15. A class with 80 students has 60 female students. The ratio
between females to males in the class is?
a. 3:1 80b. 1:3 1.90:2.0 - 3: \ o,c. 2:1 -(00 -Lo "2-0 -d. 1:2 LO~e. 4:3













above, the arrow points to
e.


















is equal to half a million?
57Jo J 000
c9. I \ )ODO, CoG 0.
19. Which of the following could be the weight of an average
man?
a. 70 kg \ K~ :: 2.~\ b<:, fO kCj z; la
b. 7 kg y1..'2,.
c. 1 kg --\YOd. 70 g I Yo CA70 -e. mg 15~·O
20. I A is 5 more than 4 times B I
21.
Which of the following is NOT a way to express the
relationship above? A. = j-+ 45
B A-S 0.. A= ::,+4e b. A-=-'5+~6 c. A-=-5o\·l..\f>
~: A: 4B'i= 5 A-S::5-5+Lj8 A-.L\e:S •.~8-ttB ~&-+5::~
c. 4B + 5 = A F\ - IS:. ~ B A -'i& z 5
d. A - 5 = 4B A-~~4&
e. 4B - 5 = A -q- i:\ e. ~::''S;.-46 1=- L./ 8 - 5::; A
~ : ~ - - <:.l>J>J .<'_J,•.D.I1'-'3(.. ~ ~J
t{ ~J,O 'rl6>U ~( ~
Each of five people earned one of the commissions shown
in one day. Which is the greatest?
a. 5% of $900 Q) '100 b) 300 c) .1'3.$ d) ,ICi e) 1.00
b. 11% of $300 ',I. .05 x,li XloO xlOO
c. 13.5% of $100 45.00 3(,)0 n~
d. 19% of $100 But)
e. 25% of $60 33.00
d. K ':.5+\.\~







22. What is the perimeter, in









p.v~n'-Ln.,:: L+ LA) +- L+ (..(j
~+ln-+q,S+q.S':: 31
0('
:J (0) • ;t. (CJ,S














the graph, approximately how high was the snow
-
24. Three students are taking a test. Each student can answer 7
to 9 multiple choice questions, 4-8 short answer questions,
and 6-9 fill in the blank. The minimum and maximum number of
questions, respectively that a student can answer are
a. 4 and 9
b . 6 and 8 1-'1
c. 17 and 26 4 - 8
d. 4 and 43
e. 17 and 43 to - '1 c...
rl - ala
25. 7.39 is between
a. 7.Ooand 7.3·)
b. 7.02 and 7.05
c. 7.8Qand 8.9;J
d. 7.30and 7.5~










Which of the following formulas expresses
between x and y in the table above?
a. y=x+6 a) r-f:G-~G
b. y = x + 7
c. y = 4x + 7
d. y = 4x - 6
e. y = x - 7
the relationship
b) /::0+/ I
C") 'l: 4 (o) + 1 )
It took Jen 6 hours to drive from A to B when she averaged
60 miles per hour. Pulling a trailer on the return trip









X was put into he system shown above. Due to
malfunction, all that appeared on the printout
Which of the following statements about N must
a. X could have been 9
b. X could have been 6.4
c. X could habe been 11
d. X could have been 9.85
















Pr- \ f'\.-t or ?c ,0.-\
')(>\1... xf.\'"L




All of the digits 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 are used to fill in
the display above. The digits 6 and 4 are both in positions
adjacent to the 8 which is in the 10' position. The digits 7
and 9 are in positions that are next to each other. The
digit 5 is to the right of the digit 7. Which of the
following need not b~ ~ru~? . _ :..L \ ~ "i ~ \;-1"a. The thousands' di qi t 1S the 5 - h..v..a.. w<i},. ,J2...Q;_.¥\.~./\' \'"~ ~
b. The digi ts 4 and 5 are in adjacent posi tions _ o-~ -h"w ~I~ ~~-").,\J'
c. The number formed is an even number --h;...Ul. wi ~ ~~-""~
d. The number formed is greater than 900,000 -~ w'c:tk pet."', fQ~~;,-,-\'L::L.",
e. The numbers 8 and 4 are in adjacent posi tions -+u,...o.. w-<.'j,-J~ bO-.\+'r"',.L"J.i1~
b. eLi \).;"jj S C,-,1r.,. '..1-'._ ,·l, .."...\.v., ....•.
~ "t-l,·.s ¥, ~-O ..Q,d La q , 5)(0 8 l\
30. I Some values of X are more than 100 I
Which of the following is not consistent with the sentence
above?
a. 285 is a value of X
b. Some values of X are less than 100
c. Some values of X are more than 100
d. No numbers more than 100 are values of X
e. 108 is not a value of X




x: O>../cJ1 r», '-, (,·+.f,o",
100
31. in millimeters, the length expressed
rn dl'Y'. c.m M'N'o.. IOOO()\ •...••:: IQOc.yy..
\ 10 100 1000 Or 10 t"V\M: \ ~m.
~ ~ .~...(JJ~'" ~1-p),d....:J."';9-d
~ ~.,-.Qh/\.A u.re-u1.d. l>z
~-~oA)~ d-
If a finger was measured
in centimeters would be
a. twice as great
b. half as great
c. ten times as great
d. one-tenth as great
e. one-thousandth as great
32. Which of the following
a. 12/11=1-h
b. 900/899-=-\~
c. 4/3 =. \ 1/3
d. 60/59=\'/S-q
e. 88/89::'.9'1
fractions is the least?
33. Two dice are thrown in a certain board game to determine the
number of spaces to move. One player throws the dice and the
same number comes up on each of the dice. What is the






34. IF A -:10
a. 20Q
b. 2Q
c. Q ' 2
d. Q 10








= Q, then A . 20 =
35. When Bob was calculating the
he accidentally divided by 3







amount of wood to buy for work,
when he should have multiplied
96. The correct answer should
x- -:qlo
3
(;2tJ10wo..o 4J--o ~ ~.Q.d~..h. a!Q~
)(3
8bLl
36. If A, b, and c are positive numbers and A = ~bC,
a. 3/4Ab cD 3 Q;) A 3 bb. 4A/3b f\: If b c- :J-, _ - 'tj' C @.) F\ _
A/3b ~ 6 - ~ I -3 - C







~ A /4'\ - c
\J) ~b \}iJ- b-
37. A plane cross section of a ractangular block can have any of










38. If 0.09 x N = 900, then N =
a. 10
b. 100 0 j 0 q K ~,J- c
c. 1,000




39. A and B are any pair of real numbers whose product is 500.
If one number is doubled the product remains 500, what is the
effect on the other number?
a. The other number is also doubled
b. The other number is 1/2 its original value
c. The other number is increased by 2
d. The other number is decreased by 2
e. The value of the other number remains the same~
------:>::.,.. ~ $-'ccr d x ~~. =5DO ~ cit; uL'.(1 J1V 'i:j..: " X / ;2~ .: 50 0
0/nCI AJ..ti.. 10 )( 5'0 :: 6-00 ~;;> d..c--M a»» 44 ~ '1" X ~ L:'"::: L~ [)
~~.. CX-{J -.).J
b
40. Tips Earned Chart
Cesar
Employee
Bertha Jim Pat Javier
Monday 51 53 52 56 $~\
Tuesday 8 4 4 5 3
Wednesday 5 3 6 2 1
Thursday' 7 8 ..[5J 4 3
Friday~----·4---·--"-·.·----·-7--·--····---·· --6-. -~-3----' -._-- ('5-
According to the chart, on what day did Javier earn as much























































2. What is the temperature in cetigrade (C) if the temperature












Carson's sent this bill to Ann. Although the bill includes
the cost of the coat, Carson's forgot to list it on the bill.




























scores over a 6 year period were:4. Ben High
What was the mean (average)






of the math ACT scores for the
5. Bob knows that a geometric figure
is a parallelogram and that it
has the sides of 13 and 19.
How can Bob compute the area of a square that has the same
parimeter as the parallelogram above?
a. Add twice 13 to twice 19, divide by 2, then square the
quotient
b. Add 13 and 19, double this sum, divide by 4, then square
the quotient
c. Add 13 and 19, double the sum, divide by 4, then multiply
by 2
d. Add 13 and 19, double this sum, divide by 4, then
multiply by 4
e. Add 13 and 19, double this sum, then multilpy by 4
6. Gina puchases a book, a school bag, a calculator, and a desk
lamp. The book and the school bag each cost two times what
the desk lamp costs. The calculator cost two times what the
school bag costs. If Gina paid a total of $270 for all four






7. In the graph below, what is the solution of the equations of






8. Fred is just 6 years younger than Lisa. The total of their
ages is 38. What is the equation for finding Lisa's age?
a. 6x - x = 38
b. x - G = 38
c. x + (x-G) = 38
d. 2x + (x-G) = 38
e. x - 6x = 38
9. How can Josie compute 30 percent of 80?
a. 30 x 80
b. 80 30
c. 80 3/10







A ~ - - - - -- ~
""'"-----12.
Figure 1
In figure 1 above, a square piece of paper is folded along
dotted line AB so that W is on top of X and Z is on top of Y
(figure 2). The paper is then folded again so that A is on
top of B~nd WX is on top of YZ (figure 3). Two small
corners are cut out of the paper as shown in figure 3. If










11. If notebooks are on sale for $1.86 for a package of 3
notebooks, how much change will Chris receive from a fifty






12. All of the following are equal to the equation
2 1/2 + 6x = 5x + 3 except?
a. 2.5 - 3 + 6x = 5x
b. x = .5
c. 2.5 = -6x + 5x + 3
d. Ix = 2 1/2 - 3
e. 2.5 - 3 = -6x + 5x







a. (6 x 10 ) + (3 X 10k)
b. (6 x lOS) + (3 X 105 )
c. (6 x lOs-) + (3 x 10 to )
d. (6 x 10~) + (3 x lOS)
e. (6 x 10E.) + (3 x 10~)







According to the chart, how many more children from 1-5 years





f. cannot be determined
16. The product of two numbers is less than one and equals one
of the numbers. Which of the following must be one of the
numbers?
a. an odd #
b. 0
c. 1
d. a prime number
e. a reciprical
17..:':
The best way to compute the area of the figure above would be
to break it which of the following ways?
- - - ~..•
e.
18.
Candy Bars cost $.70 each. SAC
sells them for 1.15 each
Based on the above information, how could Amy determine how
many candy bars must be sold (Q) to make a profit of $39.60?
a. Q = $1.15 - S.7Q
b. Q = $39.60 $.70
c. Q = $39.60 $.45
d. Q = $39.60 - $.70
e. Q = $39.60 + $1.15 - $.70






20. John baught 13 pens at 12¢ per pen. To compute the total
price he paid, John used 13 x 12¢ = 156. Another simple
method to compute the price he paid could've been
a. (9x12¢) + (lx12¢) + (2x12¢) + (lx12¢)
b. (13x10¢) + (13x12q:)
c. (10x12¢) + (3x12¢)
d. (13x15) - 3(:
e. (8x6¢) + (7x6¢)
21.
The large square consists of squares and isoscelese right
triangles. If the large square has a side of 8cm, then the






22. Juan approximated 25 and 35 as 20 and 30, but the answer was
much too low. To get a better approximation he should
a. 30 x 40
b. 20 x 40
c. 30 x 35
d. 40 x 40
e. 20 x 25
23. If 54 out of 900 people polled buy encyclopedias, what






24. Twelve parents are being assigned to teacher's helper duty
one month of a year during a 12 month school year. If all
the months of a year are tossed into a box (January through
December) and each parent chooses a month, what is the
probability that the first parent will randomely select a






25. '" \ \ \ I \ \ '\ I \ , , \ \ \ \ , , \ " ,
·"8 ~







If the product of two numbers is
of the two numbers, which of the
the relationship?
a. AB = A + B 9
b. AB = A - B + 9
c. AB = A + B + 9
d. A(B) + 9 = A + B
e. 9AB =A + B
27. Which of the following is determined by divisionI. how many dozen books in the total number of books in 3
cases
II. the sum of the prices of 2 shirts
III. the number of cookies sold if the number is four times




d. I and II
e. I and III






According to the graph above, how many cars are in the lot?







29. A puppy is selling at






20\ off of its tagged price. It's
What is the new selling price?
30. Joe's car averages 28 miles per each gallon of gasoline.
Assuming Joe is able to maintain his average miles per
gallon, how far can he drive his car on 18 gallons of gas?
a. almost 2 miles
b. 10 miles
c. 280 mi Ies
d. 46 miles
e. 504 miles
31. A rectangle has two sides of dimensions 6 and 4. What would






32. It is estimated that at a party each child will drink 1/7 of
a gallon of juice. How many gallons of juice should be




c. between 4 and 5
d. between 5 and 6
e. more than 6
33. If Mary can sew 248 buttons in 5 hours, how many buttons can






34. Andrea purchased 17 apples at 18¢ each, then bought 13
oranges, also at 18~ each. What would be the simplest way
to compute the total amount spent?
a. 17 x 18¢ + 10 x 18¢ + 3 x 18¢
b. 17 x 13 x 18¢
c. 180¢ x 30
d. 30 x 18¢
e. 17 + 18~ + 13 x 18
35. In a classroom, Jean had 3 times as many books as Rick, Yoli
has 6 less books than Jean, and Cesar has 3 more books than







36. Ken cut a yardstick into 3 pieces, two pieces are the same
size and the larger piece is 3 inches larger than the 2
smaller pieces. How could Ken compute the size of the
smaller pieces x?
a. x + x + 3 = 36
b. x + 3 = 36
c. 3x + 3 = 36
d. 3x - 3 = 36
e. 3x = 36
37. According to the graph, if the temperature rises 35 degrees,
what percentage will sunbathing increase?
a. 20
b. 40 ,- soc. 30






I I , , I. ,
38. Lety needs to compute 16% of 63. To get the correct answer,
all of the following will work except
a. 16/100 x 63
b .. 16 x 63
c. 63 -7 100/16
d .. 63 x 16
e. 63 7 16/100
39. In the flow chart,
if x = 7, then














e. Cannot be determined



















































y.::; 3 9 \8 B ':' b
. -
many kilometers are in 27
I~.:£ C-roSS r'h) \-\-i~\'i: I~
-- "rl n.l12.) c>, 4\R~
m ode~ ( km )
OC\q,If\a..( .• (r'l';\\e;;;
2. What is the temperature in cetigrade (C) if the temperature
in Fahrenheit degrees (F) is 230? Formula: F = 9/5C + 32
a. 198 f-=:. 'U +3.:;).-b. 110 If> C
c. 356 ;< 30::' Cj/s C + -3 :;1,
d . 446 ":I _ 0,/. :). ~e . 84 d 30 - .)::L - 5 C + J.;I.. - ._:::L,
I '1 ~ :. q/S c.
~ .. 9j5C
Bi 11 for Purchase ~5 %- To ~ lrt) Q., ifA"~<:~'---
Blouse $56 I'lB ~, ..~/}I. ...d .,/,..,!,J" fJ-J..; ill11
Pants $42 '1/5 ::. c., ~"-I--(J
Dress $98 Jo,S~~': c .
Shoes $35
Tot a1: $309 <i ~ Q. :~C II <; :: C. -:> b
sent this bill to Ann. Although the bill includes
of the coat, Carson's forgot to list it on the bill.











- ~ 3 \
1<6::. coa:t -/ d
""--
~5-89
4. Ben High School average ACT scores over a 6 year period were:
Math Verbal
1984 18 22
{HH H1~5-&g H1988 28 23
1989 23 29~
What was the mean (average) of the math ACT scores for the
five year period 1985-1989?
a. 26 65 3;) 3 I
b. 24 19 -,
c. 22 at
~:~; bl-5 s: /








~ I_II(I:' -t \q,) 'f.,~, : \.01
~) ~ ~ tr.c ~ -\c tu"'~
Bob knows that a geometric figure ~ ,L_/>~ ~ '\t-JI ~ ~Q 10
is a parall elogram and that it ~ at ~ A~.tVjL ••.••.'>, '-tI(oLf
~h=as",---t=h~e=--.!:s"-"i,-"d,-,=e=s'--...:o=f--=I=3-,a=n=d",---,,I,,-,9'-'.c-"--__ -1/, 3) '1Yu.~.ui;'d,.~.~V'v ~ Ju."'~
C~.a} I'e <
How can Bob compute the area of a square that has the same \<.:>O,~
parimeter as the parallelogram above? \~
a. Add twice 13 to twice 19, ~, then square the ~= \~~
quotient
b. Add 13 and 19, double this sum, divide by 4, then square ~
the quotient
c. Add 13 and 19, double the sum, divide by 4, then multiply b
~
d. Add 13 and 19, double this sum, divide by 4, then
m~4
e. Add 13 and 19, double this sum, then ~py by 4
6. Gina puchases a book, a school bag, a calculator, and a desk
lamp. The book and the school bag each cost two times what
the desk lamp costs. The calculator cost two times what the
school bag costs. If Gina paid a total of $270 for all four
items, what was the price of the book?
a. $30 1_ I", $'
b. $33.75 r..)OO\<..•. d,:i d-. "I... t-a 'i. +tf'K ~ Y-. ;: ~ (0
~: ~~~. 50 bo.~::'ct'K <Add: q~ :;6a '10
e. $78 ~k ':. d-(~'IC.) ':.L\)(
.t
\ Q..\'),,~ = 'I-.. C1'f... = d.-10
C\" '\
Y... -=. ~ ~o
7. In the graph below, what is the solution of the equations of






8 . Fred is just 6 years
ages is 38. What is
a. 6x - x = 38
b. x - 6 = 38
c. x + (x-6) = 38
d. 2x + (x-6) = 38
e. x - 6x = 38
younger than Lisa. The total of their
the equation for finding Lisa's age?
Frecl > L../ sa - to
LI:Sa. + LISc. - ~:; 3B LIsa .:X
x -+- X -LD :: -3'2> ~ Co-
9. How can Josie compute
a. 30 x 80
b. 80 30
c. 80 3/10
d. 80 x 3/10
e. 80 .,- .30_
30 percent of 80?
30'Yo r{ 80
3a "to ~ . 3 G r I~)
·3 't ~D -7 d-






In figure 1 above, a square piece of paper is folded along
dotted line AB so that W is on top of X and Z is on top of Y
(figure 2). The paper is then folded again so that A is on
top of B.and WX is on top of YZ (figure 3). Two small
corners are cut out of the paper as shown in figure 3. If










If notebooks are on sale for $1.86 for a package of 3
notebooks, how much change will Chris receive from a fifty












d.t+iox -:Sx+ 3 ~ ~.5;'lp)(= 5J+3
o. 0l.5-3+Glx:5x
d.d..d 3 +v L~ ~
~
"/'\ 0(.5- 3 + ':, + i..!l ')( ~ 5 x +3
~ .5+ lc x > S'A+3 ~~
12. All of the following are equal to
2 1/2 + 6x = 5x + 3 except?
a. ;.: - 5 3 + 6 x = 5 xC. ~ I 5+ lDx :. lS.x: 4- 3. '
~: 2.5 ~ -6x + 5x + 3 ~lsJx~.11':-!~~2d. Lx = 2 1/2 - 3 ~,5-+G:i-lox:' l,PX'I-;:,;X't';;.>
8,."'\ - -Lv +e!..)(+"? .J1..e. 2.5 - 3 = -6x + 5x '"- x..J· . -' ,Q£VW'
d. ;)..5+ \,g )( "; '5)( .\ ::. .
~...a..(:t a.5 ~.,- •.. \:'~;l.k.(>,tL_""
Q •"5 - -a . 5" ;- ~)( "; 5.)( .;. "3 - ;:;), 'S
lDx :.-sx-l-3-~.'S








d. 18/31:' .~-e> S-




a. (6 x 10'1) + (3 X lOb) 1.0 300000b. (6 x 10:» + (3 x 105") > •
c. (6 x 10" ) + (3 x 10(,,) to' • "'" "" lo x/Oi.ad. (6 x lOb.) + (3 x lOs) l---)-=-- de. (6 x lOb) + (3 X 1010) 3'!""'="',l.:!..:E .3)( lOS-







According to the chart, how many more children from 1-5 years





f. cannot be determined
-f. ~ )UH_Ou..J .JUJu.) /Ylr..,a../x..:f
6- ~UlJ\ r;l..cLo ~~ a.,d..QF--t:uI.
16. The product of two numbers is less than one and equals one
of the numbers. Which of the follwoing must be one of the
numbers?
a. an odd # X'l=Xb. 0
c. 1 , '1(-::.0 -'7 bd. a prime number X'I <.
e. a reciprical
17.«.':
The best way to compute the area of the figure above would be
to break it which of the following ways?
I
I





Candy Bars cost $.70 each. SAC
sells them for 1.15 each
Based on the above information, how could Amy determine how
many candy bars must be sold (Q) to make a profit of $39.60?
a. Q = $1.15 - $.7Q ~k"'JJA~CA./ .••.du~l: :j.~.~50-b. Q = $39.60 $.70 ,-~O V- ·--~U I
c. Q = $39.60 $.45 .Lj5"'
d. Q = $39.60 $.70
e. Q = $39.60 , $1.15 - $.70 ~I Pu..u1-+:. /v ••~,~ $3'1.(00 B~
,<-IS" 3'L(oo ,'-15", ~ 3'1.&0 ,~S \3'1.~
__ + V.:P .:Q~ \
I X :i.Ex ::. 3'1 •100;1~3"'D
CJ.u.;J.4J/>........tt~ • 'Ie; • '-J s: /'
"II-./.. "" ~/'-'.~"-& ~






1 '''.~''''-'~~ IUH;•..r•.••,D A~~ ...•..
~ 471.0. 3 C( ~ .~/ .£
20. John baught 13 pens at 12¢ per pen. To compute the total
price he paid, John used 13 x 12¢ = 156. Another simple
method to compute the price he paid could've been
a. (9x12¢) + (lx12¢) + (2x12¢) + (lx12¢)
b. (13x10¢) + (13x12¢)
c. (10x12¢) + (3x12¢)
d. (13x15) - 3~





~ ~ +O"H'-l. ~ ~
10 .~. ~~f>~
~~~~~-Vi)(~)~
The large square consist~of s~~celese right
triangles. If the large square has a side of 8cm, then the






25 and 35 as 20 and 30, but the answer was
get a better approximation he should
~O c,-" ..d 30 =: !.GoO -"";> +00 lo,-..)
~~d-.~ ~3S-)~lA'> S- .
~0J\Jt .htJ..l ~ ~ ~
:- -IJ ~ -e-b~l~~~'~ -Vf
~(J'r..Jl ~.A. ~ \ ~ ~~~
~.t.o~ -b
If 54 out of 900 people polled buy encyclopedias~what







much too low. To
a. 30 x 40 1"l..O0
b. 20 x 40 ~co
c. 30 x 35 lOS-o
d. 40 x 40 l~oo




~ /W.~~ S~ x 100 :: 5'1./00
900 x ::~.'tq,e
a-cd d",./v.UJ/J 5?06X -:..Slioo
;c;13
x ~ to -'7 b-
24. Twelve parents are being assigned to teacher's helper duty
one month of a year during a 12 month school year. If all
the months of a year are tossed into a box (January through
December) and each parent chooses a month, what is the
probability that the first parent will randomely select a







25. ". -lv-S ·Y-3-;?\ 0 \ ~ "3\ \ I \ \ 'l I \ \ \ , \ \ \ , , \
·-8 ~123«-\5(q"8







26. If the product of two numbers is
of the two numbers, which.~the
the relationship? ~~~~~
a. AB = A + B - 9 n.b '2.,"'S .
b. AB = A - B + 9 r>">. Jl
c. ~ = A + B + 9 Ae::
d. A\B) + 9 = A + B
e. 9AB =A + B




27. Which of the following is determined by divisionI. how many dozen books in the total number of books in 3
cases
II. the sum of the prices of 2 shirts
III. the number of cookies sold if the number is four times
the number of sodas sold
a. I
b. I I
c. I I I
d. I and II
e. I and III
T'. -6~I~ -:-3:: ~~
IT, S hI r't- -to sh'f't z: 'S1JYh,.-
28.
~o -+ ~ + 10 -z: SO






According to the graph above, how many cars are in the lot?
(Key: each + + + = 20 cars)
+ + +
A puppy is selling at 20% off of its tagged price. It's
tagged price is $230. What is the new selling price?~: ;~~o ~ we· x. ~ cr..e~!"h<-~ ~30












X !41.o -7 Q-
Joe's car averages 28 miles per each
Assuming Joe is able to maintain his
gallon, how far can he drive his car
a. almost 2 miles
b. 10 miles
c. 280 mi 1es
d. 46 miles
e. 504 miles
30. gallon of gasoline.
average miles per
on 18 gallons of gas?
_ tI~" L. 2.£3
~ ~""1 )( l 8
zz-q-
2-'tj
I' • ...1. 5DqOJ,..,d~ 1/,;;/ -'/ e
, \~-X
31. A rectangle has two sides of dimensions 6 and 4. What would
It is estimated that at a party each
a gallon of juice. How many gallons
brought to a party if 32 people, all
to attend? I
a. 3 G) ~'''-'-.:L
b. 4 "-K'~ \
c. between 4 and 5
d. between 5 and 6








side of a square with the same perimeter?
~Y~--LI\::: 1+w ~ \ +w -=- ~ +L\ + I.D+ L\ '!. d-O
a. ~1I,..l ~ L\ ~. ~~ A£) \...1'1"->a jQ..~~,\..t ~~
a. f-U~~.vJL1:::.L-",~).9.0 ~ A.I.~ ~ ~
&-.0 +- l\ (J'\ 5"
child will drink 1/7 of
of juice should be
children, are expected











If Mary can sew 248 buttons in






5 hours, how many buttons can
:J..lf~







Andrea purchased 17 apples at 18¢ each, then bought 13 ~o
oranges, also at 18¢ each. What would be the simplest w~y
to compute the total amount spent?
a. 17 x 18¢ + 10 x 18¢ + 3 x 18¢
b. 17 x 13 x 18¢
c. 180~ x 30
d. 30 x 18¢





30 c..:k-\ '6 ¢ ~J,
30 X 18¢ -7
In a classroom, Jean had 3 times as many books as Rick, Yoli
has 6 less books than Jean, and Cesar has 3 more books than
Rick. If the total number of books is 21, how many books
does Cesar' have? l' 3x + 3x -lo 4- X + :, .-.X ~ ~,
~: ~ Jec..n=-3x 8'l(-3";~\
c. 9 'YoII = 3){ -10 Q) '?S ')( -: aq (.o....d,el.~A~ +0 .Q...C>..~h ~ ')
d . 3 t.e<;(1.'-'" 'f.. ~ 3 --.3.
e. 6 R,c"- -:.x (~6.w\HOJ 4A~~ L-o 8 ~~ 2..i e \~
v:.3 f' •• __ -:.\1+::2 L eI\, ~....,,;,) '!>o "'0 +- j -:..\O...a,. _
35.
Ken cut a yardstick into 3 pieces, two pieces are the same
size and the larger piece is 3 inches larger than the 2
smaller pieces. How could Ken compute the size of the
smaller pieces x?
a. x + ~ + 3 = 36
b. x + 3 = 36
c. 3x + 3 = 36
d. 3x - 3 = 36
e. 3x = 36
36.
x-\-x+X+3-:.3~
37. According to the graph, if the temperature rises 35 degrees,










I I \ \ I , \
38. Lety needs to compute 16% of 63. To get the correct answer,
all of the following will wO,rk exc ep t .ltoO-f0ablo3-:. ,\\oYd,o,?>: 10,OS
a. 16/100 X 63~(Ho/loo:' ,\Io).,,\\.o'\(\.O':'!,=.tQ,o'O .<:uvw~
b. .16 x 63::: 10,oB ~~..L
63 .:. 100/16 Ul3';- '-~:: to '3 x ~ ':. i» ~)( ,1(.0'" lo.cl8 ~c. ,." 100
d .. 63 x 16 ':\O,o~~-tJ..
e. 63 .;. 16/100:: I~ x L!!..Q.. - 1.0"300 ~ .2q" 5
1(0 - - -;;) J.I
e
l~/ A ,j iDA.Mct"'
'" '""U() ~ 'I =- ., - '-\- :: 3
39. In the flow chart,
if x = 7, then














e. Cannot be determined




"l "" -'/ b
















































2. From the diagram of the spinner,
in spinning the spinner only
once, what is the probability
















To compute the area of this figure, one would use
a. 9 x 7
b. 9 x 6
c. 18 + 14
d. 12 + 18
c. 9 x 6 x 7
5. All of the following ratios are equal except
a. 1 to 3
b. 2 to 6
c. 9 to 27
d. 12 to 38
e. 15 to 45
6. Which of the following could be expressed by the following
number sentence? 86:34 - 18.22 = 68.12
a. the average cost of 2 blouses
b. the total amount of money paid for shoes and a shirt
c. 68.12 is the result of subtracting 18.22 from x
d. the total amount received by a class of 4 students at
17.03 per student
e. the average cost of 2 houses
7.
A ~----------~~-D-~







8. If Juan works 9 hours and receives $4.25 per hour and Mary
works 8 days and receives a total of $98, which of the
following cannot be derived from the above statement?
a. Mary's wage per hour
b. the difference received between Mary and Juan
c. the number of hours Juan worked
d. Juan's total
e. the average total received by Juan and Mary
9. If 9a = b, then a =




e. (1 + b)/9
10. On a graph, 1 millimeter represents 18 hectometers. Two
points 162 hectometers apart would be represented on the


















13. The fraction 1/9 is between the numbers listed in which of
the follwing pairs?
a. 1/11 and 2/13
b. .17 and .19
c .. 01 and .16
d. .2 and .6
e. 1/10 and 2/11
III
(0,0)
14. In the coordinate graph,
the point represented by






e. cannot be determined
1\
15. A class of students all together have 40 books. All of the
following may be true except?
a. some students have only 1 book
b. every student has 2 books
c. the class averages 2 books per student
d. each student has 3 books
e. some students have more books than others
16. A man purchase 6 pounds of candy priced at $2.18 per pound.







Mrs. Valle tries to construct a pie graph representing A's
given out to students. From a total of 48 A's given, 24 were
given to Ken, 8 were given to Ben, 12 were given to Ana, and
4 were given to Doris. Mrs Valle realizes that the graph
shown above is not correct. In order to fix the graph, Mrs
Valle should
a. increase Ken's amount and decrease Ana's
b. increase Doris' amount and decrease Ben's
c. decrease Ana's amount and decrease Ben's
d. decrease Doris' amount and increase Ana's
e. decrease Doris' amount and increase Ben's
18. If C is between A and B on AB, which of the following is not
true?
a. AC + CB = AB
b. AC = AB - BC
c. BC = AB - AC
d. AB + AC = CB
e. AB = BC + CA
19. Average Student Expenses
1990
Average Cost NIU $8000
1995
Average Cost NIU$10000
How much more money did the average
expenses in 1995 than in 1990?
a. $800 - 900
b. 900 - 1000
c. 1000 - 1100
d. 1100 - 1200
e. 1200 - 1300
student spend on housing
20. What was the approximate increase from 1990 to 1995 in the






21. In a league of 600 players, only 360 decided to attend the







22. What is the probability of tossing a penny 3 times so that it












24. A purse that usually cost $240 is on sale for $180. What is






25. In this flow chart, regardless of the number you select, the
number at the end is always?
a. 5
b. half the original number
c. the same as the original number
d. twice the original number
e. an odd number
26. To change 5 miles into yards, you should
a. multiply 5 times 12
b. multiply 5 times 36
c. multiply 5 times 1760
d. multiply 5 times 5280
e. multiply 5 times 12 times 36







28. Today is Anne's 20th anniversary at work. Last year, she had
worked 4 years more than twice the years Ben had worked at
the time. Using B for Ben's years at work now, which of the
following can be used to determine how many years Ben has
worked now?
a. 19-4 = 2(B-1)
b. 20-4 = 2B
c. 19-4 = 2B
d. 19+4 = 2b
e. 19+4 = 2(B-l)
29. Gina has nickles and quarters. She has 5 times as many
nickles as quarters. What is the best expression of the







30. Three teachers worked together to write a 15 problem test.
If the test has 3 sections and the teachers took 3 hours to
write the test, then which of the following must be true?
I. They wrote an average of 5 problems each.
II. Each section has 5 problems.
III. They wrote one section per hour.
IV. They wrote 5 problems per hour.
a. I
b. II
c. I I I
d. IV
e. I and II
31. 630 times 70 equals A. Therefore 630 times 71 equals
a. A + 70
b. A + 630
c. A + 1
d. 71A
e. 630A
32. A table 72 inches on a side is broken down into smaller
tables 18 inches on a side. What is the maximum number of






33. A calculator is marked down 30\ to $280. Which of the
following equations could be used to determine its original
price?
a .. 30P = $280
b .. 70P + .30P = $280
c. $280 - .30 = P
d .. 70P = $280
e. P = $280 + .30






a. I and II
b. I and III
c. II and III
d. I I II and III
e. none of them are equal
35. Which of the following is the most appropriate unit for





















1 2 3 4 5 6 7
date
36. Of the seven days shown, about what percent of the days did













38. When Julio multiplies x(x+5) he gets x2+5x as an answer. One
way to check this answer would be to
a. divide x by (x+5)
b. divide (x+5) by 5
c. square x
d. square (x+5)
e. plug in a positive integer for x
39. How many taffy apples were sold at the fair if the 35% of






40. The product of 2 numbers equals twice
the value of one of the two numbers
If the above statement is true, which of the following best
represents the relationship?
a. a+b = 2b
b. ab = 2b
c. a-b = 2b
d. ab = ab
e. ab = 2










































dfractions is the smallest?




















2 . From the diagram of the spinner,
in spinning the spinner only
once, what is the probability




c. 5/8 ~1~d 1 (1,;')",:3,"1,e: 1/2 ~~ S,W\lIS)
3. If 8 1/4 feet equals 1 banner, how many
b:~ne~~: 5 I J.rOJY\,./)UJIw :! lB. ~S"F
b. 594 t» ~Vr~ ::: 18.atl-
c. 99 x ~
d. 495 <f9·sv F
e. 14.25










To compute the area of this figure, one would use
a. 9 x 7 I' r
b. 9 X 6 -.I L", -;/ C' t" >\ l'~ i k IlLO~,,~'...,AJU "").....'~'-' .,"A.,.,_"'-,· '{
c. 18 + 14
d. 12 + 18 /J'~'A _ Gr' ! (A r1/'.L -, I~ ...; .., "'1''/\ 1....0
c. 9 x 6 x 7
4.
W2l..O.- - 9 X W -'/ b
5. All of the following ratios are equal except
a. 1 to 3 - j: 3
b. 2 to 6-t:~
c. 9 to 27 -1:3 dd. 12 to 38
e. 15 to 45'I; 3
6. Which of the following could be expressed by the following
number sentence? 86.34 - 18.22 = 68.12
a. the average cost of 2 blouses
b. the total amount of money paid for shoes and a shirt
c. 68.12 is the result of subtracting 18.22 from x
d. the total amount received by a class of 4 students at
17.03 per student
e. the average cost of 2 houses Q.. )( bIoI) ,> <' .: •..lbto.6c .: z. do \. Q t :2.
7.
b. SI\.O-es + sh,d :. -\O~A \
C. • X - \ rc . 1. 1.. ~ \.t; l:a,. .,1.. -/ C-
0.. \1.0:' j.. -1 ":. -\-0\0. \








with A = 41 and B = 81 , find the measure of X
TN ~·h.l Jf -L',ci:gj\ ..J..b \ c...-".~Lv::: I80 'c, .... .. ..
FA/t...(li. lj-()'.d +1\1 N.V~,C 0 L~ -tJ'J MA-Je ....r.!lu.J.·'-' M··bj'~.l:·'Cc ••,.~.L.)
CD '6 1+ L\ \ + I..:} : \So ~ (l .oit,ru.oj.' J...•..i.t "-'t{-t..D. Iu_ \ ~O r •
ILL + D =: \0...... ..
uv 0 + 'x = 10')" 0"""-O ~ - ~::1'60 ' -
- \ 2.~ s"'B + x -:-\3'0
'f.. -:'.1 '00
- 68-- ;1
X :. \ ;l.d-.
If Juan works 9 hours and receives $4.25 per hour and Mary
works 8 days and receives a total of $98, which of the
foll~wing cannot be derived from the above statement?
a. Mary's wage per hour
b. the difference received between Mary and Juan
c. the number of hours Juan worked
d. Juan's total
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9. If 9a = b, then a =
a. b + 9 qQ~bb. b 9
c. 9b ~C\::6 Q~~ 6d. 1/9b _._. <1e. (1 + b)/9 ('1 q













the following is a prime number?
d 0. f/,-,,·t ~ ,1,,-,
t\ C oLL 'cd;,d 1
.:\:\,.~I 04
i r. •..d
13. The fraction 1/9 is
the follwing pairs?
a. 1/11 and 2/13
b . .17 and .19
c. .01 and .16
d. .2 and .6
e. 1/10 and 2/11
between the numbers listed in which of
I • I I
""9:: q \ I.o·~,"·
c
14. In the coordinate graph,
the point represented by















A class of students all together have 40 books. All of the
following may be true except? ,
a. some students have only 1 book - ~ llJ.-t +IJJ-..Q d
b. every student has 2 books - ./'(~ J...,-{ h,j(
c. the class averages 2 books per student- "O-V )){.\ \,A"-~
d. each student has 3 books -C-'.l•.y".',\...Cr\ \oe-h..u ..Q.· - ~ .: ;v,-~ 0.. ~"u.lt /),\),.-1.)),\.1;.\ '
e. some students have more books than others -r1Y~l-6l)-t-\\JJ...L
A man purchase 6 pounds of candy priced at $2.18 per pound.











$' Co \9 ';,)..'-'7 C.
d
lL..t.J.~o,...( 6) ~ = /1- Q,'0-. --Do ,~.'"':,
Mrs. Valle tries to construct a pie graph representing A'S
given out to students. From a total of 48 A's given, 24 were
given to Ken, 8 were given to Ben, 12 were given to Ana, and
4 were given to Doris. Mrs Valle realizes that the graph







Ken's amount and decrease Ana's
Doris' amount and decrease Ben's
Ana's amount and decrease Ben's
Doris' amount and increase Ana's
Doris' amount and increase Ben's
18. If C is between A and B
true? ,
a. AC + CB = AB
b. AC :: AB - BC
c. BC = AB AC
d. AB + AC = CB
e. AB = BC + CA




d) __ __ . ~"""__...__.. .
Average Student Expenses
1990
Average Cost NIU $8000
1995
Average Cost NIU~10000
How much more money did the average student
expenses in 1995 than in 1990?
a. $800 900 G) -tr-:~\.d.D.f("OLV,v. @~,d ~-.d'
b. 900 - 1000 '~ IQ90 -v...1'i'iG
c. 1000 - 1100
d. 1100 - 1200











20. What was the approximate increase from 1990 to 1995 in the









21. In a league of 600 players, only 360 decided to attend the


























H H Hct: (T~~\ \,"1:">
J. \ .L IX X - - d-2 2- .- -- ..:,;>'2 8
probability of tossing a penny 3 times so that it
up all _:~:rel~':~~~~~(Jt<.J.M).V"j ;;'0 ./,' ,,(U"'1,,-Lj C . Lc~ ;,'(4.-/
_ .:# oj~JA ..I1..(~U.;
4/ ~tf('::ic< ,ihj·-.j
23. .065 is how many times smaller than 65,OOO?
a. 10,000
b. 100,000 ~O(cS.r C.•c. 1,000,000 '. .' ..( j ( C,
d. 10,000,000
e. 100,000,000







/po x /00 -::0000
X.
loD
25. In this flow chart, regardless of the number you select, the ~.
number at the end is always? ~ ~
a. 5
b. half the original number
c. the same as the original number
d. twice the original number
e. an odd number
26. To change 5 miles into yards,
a. multiply 5 times 12
b. multiply 5 times 36
c. multiply 5 times 1760
d. multiply 5 times 5280
e. multiply 5 times 12 times
5, :;801*'
~6~OO·tf




I n'1 i I.e =- 17(00 ~,














Today is Anne's 20th anniversary at work. Last year, she had
worked 4 years more than twice the years Ben had worked at
the time. Using B for Ben's years at work now, which of the
following can be used to determine how many years Ben has
worked now? /\.,"':'J:l \~ t, n~ L\ rt~\.l.. ,.,ld1 e.~ W.A "'"
V-J'''''- -0.:1YIlA. ~ ~ #-"~'\-.'.l)'-'\..-
a. 19-4 = 2(B-l) weJLAo ~ ~ fV-'\ ~ l~ •.~')
b. 20-4 = 2B To - \ - ~ + L ce - \ ')
c. 19-4 = 2B
d. 19+4 = 2b \ ~ - '-\~ 'L (t2..:;-\)
e. 19+4 = 2(B-l)
\ ~ - ~ ~ '2 l6 -, ")
28.
Gina has nickles and quarters. She has 5 times as many
nickles as quarters. What is the best expression of the













30. Three teachers worked together to write a 15 problem test.
If the test has 3 sections and the teachers took 3 hours to
write the test, then which of the following must be true?
I. They wrote an average of 5 problems each. - ~
II. Each section has 5 problems.- ~
III. They wrote one section per hour.- .




e. I and II
+
31. 630 times 70
a. A + 70
b. A + 630
c. A + 1
d. 71A
e. 630A
equals A. Therefore 630 times 71 equals
6J 30 X '70 :::/-{, ~ M '7 0 <t'~'/'F~ \ (c 30
'] I K to 30,.,D L, ; 1 i e ~"-(-:.l-f 0:>30 '+ ~<: • ",t,<" Lf. )
[ (0 :',0 x f o') + ~~o = .A. T to "30 \2..J
32. A table 72 inches on a side is broken down into smaller
tables 18 inches on a side. What is the maximum number of
tables that can be formed?
a. 4 18 18 5 e





li~ -+- .~.-" I~ ~ .# &(~ ~









18 :. \ ~
33. A calculator is marked down 30% to $280. Which of the
following equations could be used to determine its original
price?
a .. 30P = $280
b .. 70P + .30P = $280
c. $280 - .30 = P
d. .70P = $280
e. P = $280 + .30
100'10 - 3070 ;: 70 %
~07(J ~~ ~~~~,~ -=
. '10 P = $ ~80 ~d
34. The area of which
S
50'
of the following are equal?
5' . ')
1ft::. LX u"
6-'1. 5 = ;)5
a. I and II
b. I and III
c. II and III
d . I I II and III










35. Which of the following is the most appropriate unit for
describing a piece of wood 3.2 ft long?
a. km C. . ~ , \ ' -L.l. 1'\ 'b. dm _ - 0... ~J....J\, (...0 c.\,.. .A..~-A...KY...L fyy\ ..Cn"O- ~~.'.J).,J'''->























days shown, about what percent of the days did























38. When Julio multiplies x(x+5) he gets x2+5x as an answer. One
way to check this answer would be to
a. divide x by (x+5) e'.· a (.A(1.~...A j:J~ *
~: ~~~;~: ~X+5) by 5 ::::11:'~~~~o-uJt .v-~.Je-.AA
d. squar~ (x+5) . . h~ ,(j}'-' f".;L!c;t:cv.{,,v1',-¥UV
e. plug 1n a pos1t1ve integer for x
39. How many taffy apples






were sold at the fair if the 35% of




40. The product of 2 numbers equals twice
the value of one of the two numbers
If the above statement is true,
represents the relationship?
a. a+b = 2b
b. ab = 2b
c. a-b = 2b
d. ab = ab
e. ab = 2
which of the following best
b
Answers - Test 4
1. d
2. e
3 . b
4. b
5. d
6. e
7. e
8 . a
9. b
10. a
II. e
12. d
13. e
14. a
15. d
16. e
17. d
18. d
19. e
20. b
2I. e
22. d
23. e
24. b
25. e
26. e
27. b
28. a
29. a
30. a
31 . b
.32. e
33. d
34. Q
35. e
36. d
37. b
38. e
39. b
40. b
